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Eastern News 
Friday, April 12, 1985 
. . . wil l  be partly sunny and warm, with 
h ighs around 70: Partly cloudy and 
mild Friday night , with a 40 percent 
chance of showers and thunderstorms 
· continuing through Saturday. 
•••••Eastern I l l inois Univer�ity I Charleston ,  Ill. 61920 I Vol .  70, No. 134/Three sections, 28 pages •••••••••••••••••• 
Salmonella poisoning 
Dumps add to woes; 
state official canned 
by Jim Allen 
and the Associated Press 
Sanitary workers c leaned up suspect  
mil k  improperly dumped i n  suburban 
storm sewers Thursday as health in­
vestigators sought the source of 
salmonella bacteria causing a f ive-state 
wave of food· poisoning. 
Meanwhile, Governor Thompson 
sai d  late Thursday he has fired Illinois 
Public Heal th Department Director 
Thomas Kirkpatric k for vacationing in  
Mexk o  during the state's  outbreak -of 
salmonella food poisoning . · 
" Mr .  Kirkpatrick saw f it to leave his 
responsibilities as director of the 
Department of Public Health at a time 
when he should have been at his des k , "  
Thompson said i n  a statement handed 
out by aides . 
The salmonel la food· poisoning out­
break is the nati on's wors t  in recent 
memory and is suspected. in three 
Il li nois deaths . It affects more than 
2,200 people, mos tly in I llinois but also 
in I ndiana, Iowa, M ichigan and 
W isconsin .  
D iane Goe ke, a spokesman for 
Sarah Bush L incoln Health Center, 
said  Thursday the hospital has at least 
11 conf irmed cases of salmonella  from 
"we ll over 100 repo rts ." 
"Wi th increased pub licity and con­
cern ,  the number is con tinuing to 
grow,"  she added . 
_ See related story, page 1 O 
Cathie Reynolds Thursday. 
·The_ Health Department usually 
averages three such  reports a year . 
" It ' s  kind of hard to te ll { the a ffect of 
publici ty) ,"  Reynolds said ,  " since we 
do have 20 suspected cases, and they 
do have the sympt oms of salmonella.·' 
She added one of the reports came 
f rom an  Eas tern student . 
· 
In other developments, milk was 
mistakenly dumped iri several subur­
ban s torm sewer sys tems by employees 
of Jewel Food stores, whic h  processed 
and sold mi lk sus pected in the out­
break and removed it · this week from 
store  shelves, officials said .  · 
"As far as Chicago i s  concerned, 
the re is no problem, " said  Myles Mc­
Darrah, superintendent for repairs of 
the city's  sewer department. "But a lot 
of p� ople in the suburbs didn't realize 
the difference between a sani tary sewer 
and a storm sewer. ' '  
City storm sewers al l feed into 
Chicago 's sanitary sys tem, where 
sewage is chemically treated. B ut some 
suburban storm sewers feed in to creeks 
and rivers, he said . 
Ceci l  Lue-Hing, direct or of research 
and developmen t  for the Metropolitan 
Sanitary D is trict ,  said milk  dum ped in  
six suburban storm sewers should pose 
no serious health hazards . 
Junior Mike ·Kauchak catches one of mar:iy rainbow trout frcfm the campus 
nd during Thursday afternoon's nice weather._ Thursday's h igh tem­
atures reached the low 70s . Kauchak used corn to catch his.large fish. 
T he Coles C ounty Health Depart­
ment has .19 confirmed cases · wit h  
anothe r  20 suspec ted cases of 
salmonella poisoning linked to the in­
take of bad milk , said SP.Okesman 
"We get bill ions of salmonella 
organis ms every day, " he sa id.  "A few 
mi llion more we won't  notice ."  
For the bacteria in  t he st orm sewers 
{See STATE , page 10) ews photo by Paul Klatt) 
wo.senate executives will not run in spring election 
Julie Zook · 
nio r Tammy· Walker and junior Angely nn 
hardso n are still · below retirement age for 
em's student government. 
ut bot h said they have considered several fac­
-ranging from time conf lic ts to fati gue to the in­
po litics  of 'Club Senate' -and have c hosen to sit 
of the April 17 student government  elections . 
alker i s  f inancial vice  presi dent and R ic hardson 
appointed student body president after the 
uary impeac hmen t  of Joe Butler . T heir decisions 
to run for second terms have set .up hotly­
ted races for their respec tive off ices, with no 
bents on t he ballot. · 
I'm going to miss it a lot," Walker said, "but the 
t thing is rea lly the time c ommitme nt . " 
a lker, an accounting/ speec h-communications 
ble major, said she is finishing her accounti ng. 
r next year  and studying for her Certified 
gement _Exami nation, so she would not have 
to both study and stay i n  office. 
I didn't think I could do  both c lasses and this job 
do it well ," she said .  " it )ust c omes dow n  to 
rities and it' s  time for me  to buckle down on my 
s." 
ow ever, she i s  still reluctant to  stray too far from 
ent Senate . Walker said she plans  to w ork w ith 
puters in the business office a nd program all of 
transactions for the new fi nancial vice president 
Apporti onment Board. 
ere are a few things Walker said she would have 
to acc omplish in ·her office, w hich she took over 
ovember. 
· · 
I wanted to try to go to board meetings, but i t  got 
ible,"  she said, referring to t he boards which 
is responsible for, inc luding AB , senate, Sports· 
and Rec reation Board, Student Publications Board, 
Players and University Board. 
· Walker' s  successor does not take office u ntil the 
first week of summer school and she said she plans to 
help the new person during the transiti on.  
" I  plan on worki ng the rest of the semester with 
the person who is elected," she said . Walker also 
plans to keep busy nex t  fall by working  on the 
University Planning and Budgeting Council and the 
Campus Advi sory Board. 
"I have a real interest in both those areas, "  she 
said.  
R ic hardson' s  reasons for not seeking a positi on on 
student government are a little different than those of 
Walker. 
"I've been in it since day one my f reshman year. 
I've attended over 108 meetings in that time," 
Ric hardson said . "That' s  a lot of senate . 
"I really enjoy it, but i t' s  c hanged so much with 
the manipulation on senate. They do play 'Club 
Senate.' I don't consider myself part of 'Club . 
Senate.' 
· 
"This year took its toll-c la sses , meeti ngs-it' s  
taken a lo t  out of me,'' she added. 
"I've learned more in three years than I ever w ould 
have in a book. I wish the (new) people the best of 
luck ," she said , adding, "I hope tbere i sn't dis sen­
sion between the executive officers like there was last 
year ." 
Ric hardson said she considered running in t he elec� 
tion unti l  about two months ago. 
"I wish t hi s  year had bee n  a litt le different. I'd be 
running, " she said . "I'd put money on it.'' 
But Richardson still wants to be in the running for  
leadership positi ons. 
"I'm g oing to pursue other avenues. I would lik1 
to run for president of (Panhellenic Council) .  I t' s  a 
lo t different-everybody.gets along ,"  she said . 
"I hope a sensible person gets in this office," she 
added. " I  don' t  think· the university can handle 
another Joe Butler . "  
And she has some advice for the person who 
replac es her. 
"Don't depend on anybody, "  she warns. "If you 
win, you work hard and you stand o� your own two 
feet . You can't really trust anyone. Your f riends one 
day are your enemies the next.'' 
Bui R ic hardson is p leased with what  she has ac­
c omplished since she has been i n  office . 
"I don' t  think I'd change anything.  I wil l never ,  
ever, ever regret this, "  Richardson said. "This i s  
something I'm going t o  tel l  m y  grandchildren. "  
Inside 
0-Tay 
An audience of some 7,000 pe-ople Wed­
nesday n ight found comedian Eddie Murphy's U 
of I concert hilarious and our reviewer agrees 




I ,' . 
Eastem's Celebration '85 is billed as a 
weekend with something for everyone . The 
weekend of April 26-28 will include food, crafts, 
music and fun for Eastern students. 
Seepage7 
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J\ssociated Press 
State/Nation/World Judge says rapist still guilty 
-
Shultz: Economic growth is key 
WASHING TON (AP)-Secretary of State George P .  
Schultz, continuing the administration's low-key response 
to trade tensions with Japan, warned on Thursday against 
protectionism and said all U.S. trading partners should 
work toward sustained world economic gr�wth. 
"We-and other countries.:.....share a responsibility to 
make some hard political decisions, "  the secretary of state 
said in a speech at Princeton University, his alma mater. He 
called for reducing global imbalances in trade, investment . 
and currencies. 
Shultz, an economist, gave an address that was partly a· 
basic economic summit in Bonn, West Germany. ' 
The secretary of state said a program of international ac­
tion to protect the current recovery and sustain growth 
should include reduction of the U.S.  budget-deficit and 
stimulation of Western Europe's stagnant economy through 
"policies that. reduce the obstacles to change and in­
novation, that attract capital and that stimulate investment 
in Japan by Japanese and foreigners alike. 
· 
,., 
55 subpoenaed to labor hearing 
CHICAGO (AP)-Fifty-five people have been sub­
poenaed so fa r  to testify at a thr.ee-day heari ng on labor 
rac keteeri ng scheduled later thi s in onth by the Presi dent' s  
Commi ssion o n  Organized Cri me, the panel announced 
Thursday. 
MARKHAM (AP)-A judge Thursday upheld 
the conviction of a 28-year-old man who served 
six years in prison for a rape his accuser now says 
never happened. 
Cook County Circuit Judge Richard Samuels 
decided to return to prison Gary Dotson, who 
was convicted of raping Cathleen Corwell Webb 
in 1 977. 
After the ruling, Mrs. Webb, clutching her 
husband's  arm, left the courtroom screaming, 
"He's innocent. . .he's innocent. . .I told the 
truth." . 
Dotson, who has been free on bond for the 
past week, slammed his hand on the table as the 
judge ruled and then sat motionless. 
During Dotson's  'trial in 1979, the judge said, 
"the jury found (Mrs. Webb's) testimony to be 
credible. I would say that was correct. "  
Samuels said that 1 'I cannot find that perjury 
was committed . . .  " 
Dotson's  mother, Barbara, 48, and another 
family member wailed and clutched each other in 
the front row of the courtroom. 
Samuels said that Mrs. Webb's  testimony last 
week that she lied w hen she sai d  she was raped 
was "impeac hed" by " selective rec ollec ti on" of 
certain facts. 
· 
He said  new witnesses who testified D otson 
was elsewhere duri ng the alleged rape did not 
sufficiently uphold Mrs. Webb's  new story. 
Samuels also noted the time i t  took f or Mrs. 
Webb to come forward and say her original story 
was a lie. 
Mrs . Webb, 23, formerly of suburban 
Homewood, testified last week that she was not 
raped on July 9, 1977, as she had said during 
Dotson's  trial. She said she c oncocted the story 
because she feared she was pregnant and wanted 
to prevent her· foster parents' learni ng she had 
had sexual relations with imother teen-ager. 
Mrs. Webb, now a mother of two living in 
New Hampshire, said she came forward now 
because she couldn't  ·live with herself and 
because of her faith in God. 
Dotson, of the south ChicagQ suburb of Coun­
try Club Hills , was sentenced to 25-50 years in 
prison by Samuels after his 1979 conviction. 
He was freed April 4 from the Joliet Corr 
tional Center on $ 10,000 cash bond af ter 
hearing before Samuels at which Mrs. Web 
recanted her o ri ginal testi mony. 
Earli er Thursday, Dotson took the witn 
stand for 30 mi nute� and denied he had assulat 
the woman . 
"Did you rape her?" attorney Warr�n  Lu 
asked his c lient. 
"No," Dotson replied . 
Dotson testif ied that he had never even 
Mrs . Webb unti l  he appeared at a prelimina 
heari ng to answer charges of rape a 
aggravated kidnapping. 
Commissio n spokesman Arthur P .  Bri ll Jr. said  more 
subpoenas wi ll be i ssued, but added no names wi ll be 
released. 
· 
"We want the wi tnesses to show up i n  one piece," Bri ll 
said .  Labor and business leaders also have been i n­
vi ted-"al).d I emphasize the word 'i nvi ted"' -to testify, he 
Engineer to receive artificial heart 
said .  _ 
Judge Irving R. Kaufman of t he 2nd U .S .  Circui t C ourt 
of Appeals, c ommi ssion c hairman, said  the hearing wi ll be a 
fresh view of a problem that has plagued the nati on for 
. decades. The proceeding will be the sixth in a seri es and the 
first held in Chicago. · 
Thompson OKs credit relief bill 
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-Governor Thompson on T hur­
sday cleared the way for emergency state credit relief for 
Illinois farmers after agreeing to changes in a bill to provide 
def erred_;interest operating loans. 
. Under the bill , qualifying farmers who obtain one-year 
operating loans would split the interest cost with the state 
when the loans'-came due. The farmer would then repay the 
state's share of the interest over five years. 
A farmer c ou ld borrow as much as $50,000 under the 
proposal .  
· 
Thompson had earlier expressed doubts about the plan . 
He said farm c redit  relief was '1 federal responsibi lity, and 
that he didn't know .how the state would pay for an 
emergency c redit plan of its own . 
LOUISVILLE, Ky.  (AP)-A rai lroad engi neer 
f rom I llinoi s, the vic ti m  of a near-fatal heart at­
tac k  in October, wi ll become the world' s  fift h 
recipient of a permanent artificial he;ut this 
weekend, Humana Inc .  announced Thursday. 
T he surgery was scheduled for 7 a .m.  Sunday 
after Jack  C. Burc ham of Le Roy, Ill., signed a 
17-page c onsent form warning him and hi s 
fa mi ly o�he p rocedure's experimental status 
and possib e dangers , including stroke . 
Burch · , a 62-year-old paratroop veteran of 
World War II, was r eferred to Humana Hospital 
Audubon by his Illinois cardiol0gist, Dr. Vimol 
Nakornchai, said ·Humana Inc.  spokeswoman 
Linda Broadus. 
Dr. William C. DeVri es wi ll lead Humana's  
. surgical team in  i ts third implal).� si nce Nov. 25. 
Surgeons ·wm cut out Burc ham's damaged 
• natural heart and replace  it wi th a plastic-and­
metal Jarvi k-7 heart . Two p lastic tubes from the 
device wi ll be attached to a 323-pound c om­
pressor that wi ll drive the mec hanical heart. 
Three recipients of the Jarvik-7 are living,  two 
in Loui svi lle and one in Sweden. Seattle dentist 
B arney Clark, the first recipient of a permanent 
arti fi cial heart; survi ved 112 days  after his ' 
p lant on Dec. 2, 1982, at Salt Lake City . 
Burcham worked 30 years on the railroa 
driving trai ns between St .  Loui s a 
Bloomingto" n ,  I ll. ,  but was unable to retu rn 
work after the heart attack  . 
Tests at Audubon " ind icated h is condit" 
was deteriori ating and would not respond 
medication or other generally accepted medi 
procedures, "  Ms. Broadus said . He was c 
sidered ineligible for a h�art transp lant , wh' 
doctors normally don't like to perform on peop 
order than 50. -
Wi lliam J .  Schroeder, 52 , _ of Jasper, I nd . ,  w 
disc harged from Audubon on Saturday, 133 da 
af ter hi s Nov. 25 imp lant operatio n ,  and is livi 
wi th his wi fe in a specially eq uipped apartment 
quarter-mi le from the hospi tal . 
Schroeder suffered strokes 18 days after t 
implantation, and DeVries said he suspects t" 
blood clots that caused them formed in or n 
the mechanical device . Schr oeder' s  m emory 
speech were impaired by the strokes , and 
pody was weakened by a fe ver and flu-like illn 
in Feb�uary . 
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ruce 'meets with nine 19th district counties 
Charleston students quiz U.S. r�presentative 
by Michael Clark 
Congressman T erry Bruce acquainted 100 students 
from Charleston  High School with the federal gover­
nment in a " persom�l" way Thursday afternoon. 
"Many of you are involved with the federal gover­
nment in your day-to-day lives , "  Bruce said. "Eac h  
of you a re taxpayers involved i n  the whole proc ess of 
government and yet you very seldom get to meet your 
personal represenative.'' 
Bnice, a Democratic U.S .  representative from. 
Olney, is using his c ongre ssio na, l  Easter recess this 
week to schedule meetings in nine of the 18 counties 
whic h  make up the 19th c ongressional distric t .. 
"I think it' s important to get a c hance to meet and 
talk tQ your U.S .  representative, "  Bruce said . " I  
graduated from high school, went through all the 
grades never meeting my represenative ."  
1 he  students were al,Iowed lO ask Bruce  quesr ions 
for about one hour, with topic s  ranging from 
national issues such  as nuc lear disarmament to the 
local issue of unemployment . 
July 1 .  
· Bruce said surveys indicate that, of the nine states 
most likely to land the plant, " Illinois ranks number 
one on that list . "  
He added, "I f Saturn comes to Illinois , I feel that 
it will be located in th is distric t . "  
Quizzed o n  the federal deficit ,  h e  said , "We 
(Congress) are working on eac h and every budget 
·whic h  comes through Congress to make sure we can 
keep it at the present level and increase  i t  only to the 
mandated requi rement of the Congress . "  
He. was also asked about hi s career and why he 
dec ided to run for the U .S .  House of Represen­
tatives . 
"After 14 years of bei ng in the ( Ill inois) 
legislature , I felt was a good idea to go to Congress to 
use the. legislative ski lls I had, to bet ter ut ilize them ar 
the nationai level,'' Bruce said .  
After the discussion with Bruce,  Charleston High 
Sc hool students interviewed gave posi tive reactiops 
to the session . 
District Congressman Terry Bruce speaks to 
100 students at Charleston High School Thur­
. Bruce spent almost an hour answering 
ions from the students. He is home from his 
in Washington-on Easter recess. (News photo 
hael Sitarz) 
On bringing jobs to. the area, Bruce  said  General 
Motors will narrow its list of states for the location of 
the !llUC h-sought-after Saturn automobile manufac ­
turing plant next Thursday. By May l, h e  said ,  GM 
should have it narrowed down to si tes within. those 
states , wi tli the decision coming between June l and 
Lisa Kiter ,· a CHS sophomore,  said of the 
discussion, "Congres�man Bruce really impres sed 
me . He really knew what he was talking about .'' 
" It' s good to get the views of what gover nment is 
doing, " noted Shane Hunt, also a sophomore . "We 
students can't just be igno red . "  
ndidate: Recruiting process asset for admissions 
keBurke 
ersta nding the recrui ti ng proc ess 
an asset Constance  Campbell, a 
or of admissions candidate , said  
aid her in  the post . 
understand rec rui ti ng ,"  Camp­
th e second candid.ate in terviewed,  
Thursday. " I've li ved out of a 
before ."  
· 
h ough Campbell is now di rector 
demic affai rs at St. Johns River 
unity College in Palatka, f la. , 
d she is fami liar with the recruit­
problems faci ng admissions' of­
ay . 
of the positions she held prior to 
th e positi on at St . Johns in  1980 
"rector of admissi ons at Knoxvi lle 
e in Knoxville, Tenn. 
pbe ll said she wants to retur n to 
m issions  field because she misses 
w ith students. " I' m  a student 
p erson," she said .  
ugh Eastern i s  the smallest  
r, public universi ty· in the 
Campbell said ,  it is really a 
rather than a problem when 
students . 
emala discussion 
Eastern i s  "a very personable 
place , " she said after touring the cam­
pus . She added that this quali ty can 
help in  "s�li ng" the universi ty.  
"Recruitment is a college-wide af­
fai r ,"  Campbell said , adding faculty 
and students  can be used effec tively in 
the recrui ting process .  
Although realizing not every faculty 
member c an be turned i nto a recruiter, 
she said there are "spec ial kinds of 
people" teaching at Eastern "who 
c ould enhanc e  the (rec ruiti ng )  
program. We certainly would want to 
use them. " . 
In addition, C.ampbell said when a 
rec rui ter visits a high school, one idea 
whic h may be effec tive is sending an 
Eastern student, who had graduated 
from the sc hool, to help in answering 
questions the students may have. 
Another way students can help is in 
"targeting" cert.ain problem_ areas , 
Campbell said. I f  there is a problem in 
the dec lining enrollment of blac ks ,  she 
said, black  students attending Eastern 
. could help in identifying the reasons 
for the dec line and help in dealing with 
light shown in fi lmstrip 
atemala: The Gathering 
" presented to 37 Eastern  
and faculty, painted a graphic 
·m pic ture of the Central 
nation and the plight o f  its 
fi lmstrip highlighted the Thur­
ht meeting of the Students and 
on Central America,  · and was 
by guest • speakers Kathy 
d "Gloria, " an uniden tif ied 
bo rn and raised in Guatemala. 
is currently pursuing a doc ­
bio-chemistry at the Univer­
·n ois .  
strip  focused on the history 
e ric an intervention in. 
a, a· tiny .c ountry sandwiched 
El Salvador and Mexico,  
·wi th the Central Intell igence 
s response in 1954 to "com-
munist subversion. "  
The result o f  the CIA's  ac tivities , the 
narrator said; was the i nstallment of a 
right-wing government whic h  has held 
tight c ontrols on the land. Fields once 
used for feeding the people have since  
been used fo r the production of  coffee, 
sugar, cotton, oil  and pastures for beef 
cattle-products for export primarily 
to the United States . 
Since 1978 , Guatemala has been in a 
c ivil war, the filmstrip noted, and over 
16,000 people have died in the struggle 
to upgrade incomes whic h  average 
$500-a-person annually. 
" It' s  a pretty accurate picture of 
Guatemala,'' G loria said at · the con­
clusion of the film .  
The next  p�esentation by the SF CA 
will be a film on Nicaragua at 7:30 
p .m.  on Wednesday , April 17- in the 
L ibrary Lec ture Hall . 
the problem. · 
The office can then take that in­
formation, she said , a,nd develop 
spec ialized literature and · broc hures . 
The literature, " targeted" to an in­
dividual group of students, can contain 
c omments from students attending 
school here and be used as a recrui ting 
tool . 
· Alumni also can be he lpful i n  
recrui ting, Ca mpbell said . Where a 
large alum c oncentration exists, suc h  
a s  in  Chicago, sh� said , regi onal alum­
ni meetings could be set up. 
She added that these meetings can be 
used as "sate llite recruitment offices . "  
Campbell said prospec tive students can 
be  gat hered at the meeti ng and have an 
Eastern recrui ter come and talk to 
them. 
Campbell i s  a graduate of Florida A 
& M and received a M.  S. in  ad­
ministration from Indiana Universi ty . 
She is one of five candidates being in­
terviewed for the posi tion of director 
of admissions· at Eastern, whic h  was 
vacated by John Beacon, who left to 
take a similar posit ion in Oklahoma. 
_,,� 
Constance Campbell, the ·second can­
didate to be interviewed for Eastern's 
empty admissions director pos.t, i$ 
currently a director of academic affairs 
at St. Johns River Community College 
in Palatka, Fla. 
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The Dally Eastern News 
Friday, Aprll 12, 1985 
News endorses 
four·fOr offices· 
in tight races 
F-loyd Akins for student body pres1den 
By a slim 4-3 decision by The Dally Eastern News 
editorial board, senior Floyd Akins deserves to be · 
elected student· body president over junior Ron 
Wesel. 
Akins recognizes what student government should 
be-not a self-esteem bureaucracy, not a club, but a 
liaison between Eastern's students and its ad­
ministrators. 
Although Student Senate Speaker Wesel has ex­
perience which also makes him a qualified candidate, 
Akins has not only experience, but also a positive at­
titude toward reforming 'the image of student govern­
ment. 
Akins, � speech-communications major, has 
gain9d experience in the student government 
-system thr<)ugh his work as University Board chair­
man. 
A rapport with students and administrators and a 
desire to end "political games" in the senate are at 
the top of Akins' list of goals, and they should be.· 
It is encouraging that each of the five candidates 
running for the office have positive ideas and goals. 
We , believe Wesel, who received three of the 
board's seven votes, has served accomplished ter­
. ms as senate speaker. However, the board thought 
he has put .relations with the student body too far 
down on his list. 
· 
Despite the other candidates' relative inexperience 
in student government, Dan Ziccarelli, Dane Buc­
zkowski and Jon"Pierre Frenza have collectively 
provided a valuable pool pf open-minded, innovative 
and, yes, radical ideas which should be 
genuine consideration by our student govern 
But Akins has made a more pronounced eff 
any of his competitors to create a better s 
government image on campus and a res 
working relationship with administrators. We 
with his priorities-if these two objectives 
met, the general perception of ineffectiveness 
student government will become reality. 
· Akins is, we believe, the perfect combina 
past experience and future reform. 
Kim Swanson for executiv.e vice president 
Last year, when 'The Daily Eastern News Although "only a freshman," as sider if she is elected. 
d d f th d she pointed out during a Dally Polanek said she would focus announce en or�ements . or . � stu ent . Eastern News endorsement in- on additional sludent parking and government election; the ed1tonal board terview the editorial board agrees staggered tuition payments. 
called the election unique. This year's elec- · that Ki.;, Swanson should/ retain However, these areas are not 
tiori also fit that description-but for a dif­
. ferent reason. 
Last year's election was unique, the 
Edltorlal board said, because on1y one of _ the 
exect,Jtive office races 
was contested. Student Senate races were 
similarly plagued by apathy. But this year, 
interest in the positions has been un­
precedented. 
For the four studen_t government 
executive positions-student body 
president, executive vice president, finan­
cial vice president and Board of Governor's 
representative-there are 1 5 applicants. 
Also, no senate seat is uncontested. 
The five students involved in the race for. 
·student body president are: Floyd Akins, 
Dane Buczkowski, Jon-Pierre Frenza, Ron· 
. Wesel arid Dan Ziccarelli. · 
The candidates for execuUve vice 
president are: Gigi Kupsche, Kathleen 
Polanek and Kim Swanson. Those running 
for financial vice president are: Ann Hasara, 
Steve Ho.gan and Rex Armstrong. Can­
didates for the Board of Governors student 
representative are: Mike Ashack, John 
Flaherty, Chuck Mccann and Barry 
Shawgo. 
The cause for the increased interest in 
student gov..ernment is open to speculation. 
However, national media attention focused 
- on _ several student government con­
troversies this semester may have had an 
i!Tlpact. 
Whatever the stimulus for the increased 
interest, students will come out the winners. 
The apparent indifference the student body 
has had toward its electors in the past may 
now be just that: a thing of the past. 
With our endorsements, we tried to_ for­
mulate our opinions on the basis of goals, 
experience and the impression drawn 
Tuesday from interviews. . 
Feedback from readers and ·the can­
didates to our endorsements will be 
welcomed on the editorial page. However, 
deadlines for letters dealing with en­
dorsements and the election is noon Friday. 
her position as executive vice , directly in the jurisdiction of the 
president. office she is seeking. A transfer 
Swanson, who received the student, Polanek also admits she 
board's unanimous support, is has no �xperience in Eastern's 
well-acquainted with the various student government. 
boards she will be working with The other candidate, Gigi Kup­
because of the experience she sche, has limited experience in 
has already gained In the position. student government. Kupsche 
Swanson's. two opponents, has served as a senator and mem- . 
Kathleen Polanek and Gigi . Kup- ber of the senate's Student 
sche, do not have the experience Awareness Committee, but she 
to do the job as well as Swanson does not have the knowledge that 
could. Both have some promising experience can bring to the 
ideas which Swanson should con- position. 
·steve Hogan for financial vi�e _president 
Because experience may be 
the best teacher for a. job that in-. 
eludes working with budgets, the 
News editorial board unanimously 
endorses Steve Hogan as finan­
cial vice president. 
Hogan, currently a member of 
the Apportionment Board, 
believes students should be 
educated before they serve on 
AB. Next .year, more than half of 
the students wtio will have seats 
on the AB will be ne'!\'. he said. 
We . believe the experience he 
gained on AB this year will be in­
valu�ble to what will basically be a 
new crew. 
During an endorsement meeting 
with the News editorial board, 
Hogan said he is "financially con­
servative." He cited a few . in­
stances of student organizations · 
handing back to the AB at the end 
of the year as much as $26,000, 
which is needlessly being pum­
ped into the reserve account. His 
financial conservatism should be 
an asset. to help weed out ex­
cessive requests for funds .. 
The other two candidates for 
the position, Rex Armstrong and 
Ann Hasara, also have experience 
and expertise to contribute to the 
position. However, Hogan's com­
mitment to do "a lot more with a 
lot less," may save some un­
necessary expenditures. 
Barry.Shawgo for BOG representative 
Lobbying against tuition hikes Mike Ashack, also a candidate 
and improving relations between for BOG representative, has at­
students and Charleston residen- tended at least one BOG meeting, 
ts are' two of Barry Shawgo's however he does not seem to 
priorities if he is' elected Board of have the extensive knowledge 
Governors representative. Shawgo has, which is vital to the 
Because the editorial board of position. 
the News also sees these as Chuck McCann said. if he were 
priorities, we unanimously en- elected he would work with 
dorse Shawgo as Eastern's BOG - university presidents under BOG 
representative. jurisdiction to strenghthen student 
Shawgo has worked on several input. However, it is important to 
boards and has had some ex- realize that administrators and 
perience working with budgets. students often have opposing 
He also seems· well acquainted views. 
with the BOG and other Neither Mccann or John Flaher­
educational bodies and has ty, also a contender, have at­
alre�dy attended at least one �ended BOG meetings. 
BOG meetinq. 
5. reaps what it sows 
ltor: 
In his letter of April 1 , Randy Saucier · suggests 
t our organization of students and faculty on 
tral America is utopian and that we blame 
erica first. 
The purpose of our group is to try to discover 
t exactly is going on in Central America and to 
minate the truth as we find it. Attempting to 
erstand the nature of reality in the modern 
d is no easy task. John Stockwell, ex-CIA 
t, tells us about a propaganda desk feeding 
to major media; Reagan (like Nixon) lies about 
aims in Nicaragua and about the nature of aid to 
Salvador. Why should anyone automatically 
leve the U.S. govemment? -
People in Central (and South� America are fed up 
America's doormats. They're sick of being ex· 
ed by multinational corporations which help us 
thrive while their campesinos and slum dwellers 
in abjdCt poverty. They have endured 1 50 
s of American invasions and occupations. 
erican foreign "policy is reaping what it has 
wn. 
Just because the Soviets perpetuate brutal acts 
th Inside and outsic;fe their country doodn't g ive 
U.S. government the right to drop white 
phorus on peasants in El Salvador, support 
endous dictatorships everywhere from 
temala to the Philippines, - and even assassinate 
cratically-elected leaders like Allende who just 
n't suit its capitalist taste. 
What would America do without the Soviets? If 
ey didn't exist, the United States would have the 
rst foreign policy in the world,  instead of merely 
second worst. · 
entral America facts distorted 
itor: 
am writing in response to the letter from Randy 
cier in your April 1 issue.  
I was very taken aback with the distortions to 
ify the outrageous military oppression of the 
tral American people. 
entioned in the letter was the "closing" of a 
gogue in Managua. The building ( now an 
tional center for children) was actually the 
nal property of a very wealthy associate of 
former dictator Anastasio Somoza. When the 
al dictatorship finally collapsed via the popular 
din ista revolution , the owner left the country. 
ording to Rear Admiral Gene LaRocque, United 
tes Navy ( Ret. ) ,  "the Nicaraguan government is 
y and will ing to tum it back to the Jewish com­
ity if requested. "  
for the burning of 1 27 churches, i t  i s  totally 
e and too absurd to contest , especially when 
considers that many members of the San-
ta government are .Priests, nuns and Catholic 
people. 
a former Peace Corps volunteer in  Latin 
rica, I can confidently state that the peasants 
ntral America hold no ilt wil l  toward the 
rican people , nor any desire to expand "Soviet 
nee ."  Most do not even know where or what 
Soviet Union is. As Admiral LaRocque put it, 
, poor tortured Nicaragua wants only to be left 
, to shape its own destiny." 
ley R euhs, pr esid ent 
ents and Facu lty 
Centra l Am erica 
l ity ticket speaks for its�lf 
a student, my main concern is which can-
s for student government wil l  ensure that my 
s are properly voiced. After closely 
Ing the candidates, those candidates that 
st effectively ensure this objective are those 
quality, experienced leadership. These can· 
are logically running on the QUALITY 
concern is being investigated, only a student 
ment representative familiar with the carnp1,1s 
ministration can effectively reach the best 
of resolut ion and action. A representative 
has not had previous experience working with 
inistration may not know the source to con­
acquire vital informat ion . 
Is the paramount reason among may for 
QUALITY. Other students must examine the 
student government experience of all the can· 
didates. QUALITY speaks for itself! 
Patty H endrickson 
Vote for Qual ity's qual ified 
Ed itor: 
I am writing this letter in regard to the student 
· government election next week and my support of 
the Quality party . 
Ru.nning under this party are four people who 
have each shown their dedication , leadership and 
care for the students at Eastern : Ron Wesel , Kim 
Swanson, -Steve Hogan and Barry Shawgo. The 
combination of these four people will bring ex­
perience, organization and determination to 
Eastern, which is greatly needed . 
I believe that these four dedicated candidates 
wil l bring the "quality" back into student senate. 
Kar la Na l l ey 
Get a clue, Qual ity party 
Editor: 
How is it that the same group of people can run 
under three different names for three consecutive 
years, and change little more at this school than 
their own party name? 
Who do they think they're fooling? Progress par­
ty, Advantage party, and now what's their new . 
euphemism? The .Quality party! Oh boy! 
Get a clue guys. Do you.think that the students 
. are going to line up at the voting booths to give 
their consent to yet another year of non­
representation? 
When over 1 ,_000 students signed a petition to 
eliminate the student senate , did it shake things up 
- down at Club Senate? " Let them eat cake! "  said 
Senate Speaker, now Qual ity party presidential 
candidate , Ron Wesel .  
Everybody who signed that petition should be 
down at the polling place deposing Club Senate 
Wednesday. For the first time in memory ,  there are 
no uncontested positions in the Student Govern-. 
ment elections. You have a choice! 
There are many fine candidates running against 
the Quality party . With the few minutes you take to 
vote , you can be ending the reign of Club Senate -
and putting some fresh life in your government. 
You can get people in student government who are 
interested in making this place a better place to be •. 
rather than enhancing their resumes. 
Get out and vote! 
Brian P et er l nz 
Da ni e l  N ewman 
Vote for Wesel, Shawgo 
Editor:  
I would l ike to voice a word of praise toward two 
candidates running in the upcoming student elec­
tions. 
First, to Ron Wesel .  Looking back at the past 
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few years Ron has worked hard for the students. 
He has attended hal l  council meetings to let the 
counc i l  speak out at the senate. be it a good 
response or bad. Ron has gone to the state 
legislators to try to ease the tuition cost increase. 
Barry Shawgo has been around Eastern in all 
types of fields. He was a hall council president, ac­
tive member in Eastem's Residence Hall 
Association,  and then became active in senate. He 
knows the students and the!r views. In the past our 
leadership has not been respected. That's why I 
feel Ron Weser for president and Barry Shawgo for 
Board of Governors representative are the two 
best candidates running. 
Mark E. Hartz 
Qual ity means excel lence 
Editor: 
This letter is  written with· regards to the up­
coming student government elections and my sup­
port for the QUALITY party . 
The name Quality is synonymous with ex­
cellence, good and lasting traits , distinguished ser­
vice, a high standard met with a high caliber 
product. This describes the party Qual ity and each 
of the individuals within it. It certainly describes 
those candidates from it running for executive of­
fices . 
These four people, Ron Wesel , Kim Swanson,  
Steve Hogan and Barry Shawgo wi l l  bring with 
them intell igence, experience, and organization , 
along with a certain charisma and congeniality . 
To elect these people would be to put back the 
"Qual ity" that has peen sorely mised this past year 
in student government. IT would also return the 
stature and respect recently lost . 
Joe l  Lop ez 
Eastern _speaks: This week's question was asked by Lisa Green, and photos were taken by Michael Sitarz . 
A�e you going to vote Wednesday? 
. Diana Hopkins 
S enior 
th eatr e arts 
" No , · because I 'm • 
graduating in May, and I 





"Yeah, I guess I'll vote. 
I guess it's good to par­
ticipate in student gover­
nment. If you do exer­
cise your right at least 
you can feel free to state 
your opinions." 
J ean Jodoin 
Jun ior 
mark etlng/mgt. 
"Yes, I will because I 
feel that the input of 
students on what type of 
applications we have on 
campus is important. In· 
put from students in 
student el�ctions is very 
important." 
Carolyn Opolka 
· Sophomor e 
medical technology 
"Yes, I am. I feel it's 
important that we get the 
best possible officers for 
studer:it senate and the 
campus." 
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ACLU member speaks on free speech , porn 
by Tammy Miller women. 
Free speech may lead to actions some people may 
consider undesirable, but that is the price a free 
society must pay, a representative from the American 
Civil Liberties Union sai� Thursday. 
nography a civil rights violation, states pornography 
has discriminated against women and serves as a 
basis for many of society's  problems, she said. 
The ordinance was formed after a study.concluded 
pornography caused violence. In the study, several 
males watched pornography and violent films for · 
three days, and then afterwards ,  the subjects' reac- · 
However, in pointing out the negative aspects of 
the pornography and violence research, she said, "If 
we accept this study, then we have to accept that any 
literature will affect people. "  
Nancy Bothne, a member of ACLU and an 
associate of the National Organization of Women, 
was invited to speak at the Rathskeller Balcony of the 
Union by the Eastern Political Science Department 
and the East Central Illinois Chapter of the ACLU. 
tions were measured. ' 
A concern of Blothne's was that if this ordinance 
passed, it will create more censorship specifically in 
literature. She added that once censorship starts , i 
During the lecture which dealt with women's  rights 
and the First Amendment, Bothne called an or­
dinance which equates pornography with a civil 
rights violation a form of censorship . 
Some the study's findings , Bothne said, were that 
males had an increased acceptance on myths of rape, 
an increase in the willingness to commit a rape and an 
increase in aggressive behavior in general . 
keeps going. 
Past legislation to protect women has usually hu 
women more than it has helped, and "why put la 
on the books that don't do what we want them t 
Model Anti-pornogr:aphy ordinance an example of 
censorship. 
" I  think pornography is a symptom of society's  
problems and of discrimination," Blothne said, 
"and it (the ordinance) will just suppress the -symp­
tom. "  . 
do? "  she added. 
Blothne said the model anti-pornograph 
legislation would have two remedies, she said. Eith 
the court may determine a person who violated a cl 
ordinance and punish him through fines or the cou 
may issue an injunction on the sale of pornography. 
Named the Model Anti-pornography ordinance, 
the legislation originated in Minneapolis ,  Minn. , and 
has been the subject of controversy. 
The law, which allows each city to make por-
In addition to a more stringent enforcement of 
both the Civil Rights Act and laws against sexual 
crimes , Bothne advocated passage of the Equal 
Rights Amendment to curb discrimination against 
Belleville 
Ban k offers tu it ion award 
by Leanne Hofbauer 
Eastern students who graduated 
from a Belleville public high scpool 
may be eligible to win the William M .  
·Reiss scholarship, which pays tuition 
and room and board for one year. 
Mary Lou Berg, an employee of the 
Belleville General Bank Trust Depart­
ment and the holder and manager of 
the scholarship fund, said about 20 
recipients are selected on "the basis of 
academic promise and financial need . ' '  
Weldon Tallant, vice president for . 
student affairs at Belleville Area 
College and chairman of the selection 
committee, could not be reached for 
comment Tuesday. 
Carol Knoebel , Tallant's secretary, 
said Tallant and two undetermined 
bank officers select_ recipients on the 
basis of their academic abilities and 
financial need for the annual award. 
Berg said students may receive ap­
plications from Eastern's Finacial Aids 
Office in the East Wing of the Student 
Services Building. They must be retur­
ned to the bank, 23 .Public Square, 
Belleville. by May 1 .  
I n  addition, Berg said students must 
send a current grade transcript with the 
application. 
PR not only a job , but a l ife -
by Margi Shellander . 
Handling a -one-man public relations 
firm from your home carries many 
responsibilities . 
Janet Ware, a public relations firm 
president and owner who runs her 
public relations firm from her Cham­
paign home, handles accounts such as 
Market Street Foods , Timamatics and 
the Girl Scouts . 
Being a one-person staff involves a 
multitude of responsibilities , Ware 
told Eastern's  Women in Com­
munications, Inc . chapter Tuesday. 
However, Ware said her major 
duties are those of public relations 
director and media freelance writer . 
As public relations director, Ware 
said, her duties range from secretary to 
copywriter to answering the doorbell.  
Media freelance writing responsibilities 
include text editing, proof reading and 
advertisement copyediting, she added. 
Public relations is "not just a job ,  
it's a life,_" Ware said . . 
"Public relations is something that 
has to start with the top, where com­
pany performance is directly in­
volved,"  she said . 
During her 12 years in the public 
relations field , Ware has worked for 
several different companies . 
While working in press relations for 
the Henry Fo�d Museum in 1975 ,  Ware 
was involved in a Republican fun­
draising dinner for Vice President 
Nelson Rockefeller . She said the field 
is wide open for different and exciting 
activities. . 
Ware also worked for the A nn A r­
bor News in the women' s  section and 
for the Richard Newmann and Assoc . 
Advertising Agency before going into 
business for herself. 
e Dal y 
Eastern News 
needs vol u nteers to work 
the copy desk 
between 6:.30-9 p.m. 
No experience needed! 
See Doug at the Buzzard North Gym 
or drop by between the hours listed above 
pa . ' . . , ' .. 
Cruise Mas �����'.lna!K�(�ti�··at 
Margaritaville , Bilm<r,-, . Waiamiah 
Bay, Palisades Park, Surf ·€'.lftl, tfie · ... 
Pipeline , and the St:@wc.ec-k -
Lounge . Fresh Sea Food Bar from 
9:30·11  pm. long tall glasses of 
your favorite Rum Drinks, Beer 
Specials, Drawings, Prizes. Dance 
- until 1 am. Proper ID required. 
Win a Porsche! 
Play the Domino's Pizza 
"No Problem" Game and 
you might win a brand 
new Porsche 944 Sports 
Car from Domino's -Pizza 
and Coke�Just rub off 
the Problem section of 
the game card. Then rub 
off the Solution section to 
'See if you won a prize 
such as a FREE serving 
of Coke� toppings, pizzas 
or one of five Porsche 
944's! !  Hurry! Game 
ends May 19. -
Game rules are on the 
back of the cards. No 
purchase necessary. 
Domino's Pizza Delivers® 
Game cards available 
while supplies lasl 
Limited delivery area. 
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00. 
�' 1985 Domino"• Pizza, Inc. 
!Ill. 
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ng campus evangelist , affectionately known as Brother Max, 
against homosexuality outside Union -Station Thursday afternoon .  
t o  by Tim Bucci) 
duati.on exercises set ; 
mond to ret ire soon 
rawski 
or the 1985 spring graduation 
are already underway. 
Marshal L. Hammond said 
re been sent to graduating 
t week informing them of 
graduation plans and and in­
to participate in the com­
t ceremonies. 
in the letter was an order 
graduation caps and gowns 
be returned to the Collegiate 
Gown Co. by April 26, Ham-
the exact number of par­
cannot be determined until all 
gown orders have been retur­
ond said about 700 studen­
participate in each spring 
of the large number of 
who graduate each spring, 
d said two ceremonies are 
for May 1 1 .  
ts graduating from the 
f Arts and Sciences, graduate 
school, College of Health , Physical 
Education and Recreation , College · of 
Education and Board of Governors 
program will participate in the mor­
ning ceremony scheduled for 10 a.m. · 
Students graduating from the 
College of Business, College of 
Education, College of Fine Arts and 
College of Applied Arts and Sciences 
will participate in the afternoon 
ceremony scheduled for 2 p.m. 
Although graduation is the begin­
ning of a new career for many Eastern 
seniors, this spring's graduation will 
- mark the end of Hammond's career at 
Eastern. 
Hammond, 67, who has planped 27 
graduation ceremonies, _will retire to 
take advantage of "the more leisurely 
aspects of life ." 
Hammond said he will miss the con-
- tact with the university and students 
but added, "I won't miss the sweat. 
Things get pretty �ense around here 
towards the end (of the semester) . ' '  
Spring ' Celebration' 
Weekend to include everyone 
by Amy Zurawski 
Celebration ' 85 ,  scheduled for April 
26 through 28,  is being billed as " the 
weekend with something for 
. everyone. "  
The activity-filled weekend will in­
clude food, crafts , music and fun for 
Eastern students , faculty and com-
munity . 
· 
Student Activities Coordinator J .  
Sain , who is also a theat�e arts in­
structor , said · the ninth annual 
Celebration weekend is  "better 
organized than past ones . "  
"We (the Celebration committee) 
worked hard to refine the fest, not so 
much in quanity but quality, "  he said . 
Celebration Chairman Philip Settle , 
a fine arts instructor, said the weekend 
is highlighted by the act1v1t1es 
scheduled. for Friday · and Saturday 
nights . 
· 
April 26's feature performance will 
be made by the Indiana University Ger­
man Band, he said . 
The concert, directed by Lewis Von 
Haney, is scheduled to- begin at 7 : 30 
p .m .  Friday in Dvorak Concert Hall . 
Tickets will be available Monday in the 
Fine Arts Ticket Office, costing $3 for 
· adults and $2 · for children, students 
and senior citizens . 
The Air Force Band of Mid America 
is - scheduled to perform at 7 : 30 p .m .  
April 27 in  the Dvorak Concert Hall , 
he said . Complimentary tickets will be 
available in the Fine Arts Ticket office 
beginning Monday. - . 
A dance concert by the Katherine 
Dunham Dance Co. is also scheduled 
for April 27 . Tickets,  which will be 
available at the Fine Arts Ticket Cen­
ter , for the 8 p .m.  performance at the 
McAfee South Stage are $3 .50 for 
adults and $2 . 50 for children, students 
and senior citizens . 
In addition, students from Western 
I llinois University will present Spoon 
River Anthology at 7 : 30 p . m .  April 27 
in the Doudna Fine Arts Center . 
Tickets will be _ available beginning 
Monday at the Fine Arts Ticket Center 
at $2 .50 for adults and $2 for children, 
students and senior citzens . 
"We (the Celebration committee) 
tried to select different activites that 
would appeal to everyone, ' '  Settle said . 
He added that April 26's afternoon . 
activities "were scheduled with the 
Eastern students in mind. "  · 
- Big Twist and the Mellow Fellows ,  a 
Chicago blues. band, will perform at 
noon April 26, and an air band contest 
will be held at 3 p.m. on the Library 
Quad stage.  
Sain said any group who wishes to­
participate in the air band contest must 
submit a $5 entry fee before April 23 . 
He added that a $50 prize will be 
awarded to the best _overall band, $25 
will be awarded to the band with the 
· best costumes and $25 will be awarded 
to the band with the best stage presen­
ce . 
"We have a· tough time getting 
students to participate in the 
Celebration weekend, "  he said.  " W e  
hope Friday afternoon's  activities wil l  
get them interested . "  
In  addition, Settle said , several ac­
tivities have also been plannec! fo: 
children.  
Storyspinner Loralee Cooley wi l l  
present a children's  show;  "Tales from 
Faraway Places , "  at 1 p . m .  1Pril 27 in 
the Doudna Fine Arts Center 
Playroom, and children ' s  art activities . 
are scheduled for 2 : 30 April 27 outside 
the Art Department foyer, Settle said . 
As a spicier activity, · food- booths 
featuring different types of •food will 
be open from 1 1  a .m.  to 5 p .m .  April · 
26 through April 28 on the Library 
Quad . 
Food Booth Coordinator Joe Mar­
tin, a music instructor, said 1 4  dif­
ferent "unique" foods · with prices 
ranging from 50 cents to $2 will be ser­
ved at the Celebration. 
This year several new items, in­
cluding italian potato slices , onio� 
rings and nachos with cheese sauce 
have been added to the menu , Martin 
said . _ 
But he added last year' s  favorites 
l i ke  greek sandwiches , fried 
mushrooms , barbecued pork chops , 
bratwurst and egg rolls will be in­
cluded . 
' ' The food booths offer many 
people a chance to taste something they 
never have before, ' '  he added . "We 
will be offering some unique items that 
aren 't  usualy found in this area. "  
Besides food, about 60 different ar­
tists will display their handiworks in 
the craft booths from 10 a .m to 5 p .m .  
April 27  and 28 on the Library Quad . 
. Craft . Booth Coordinator . Bill 
Heyduck, an art · instructor, said a 
variety of crafts will be displayed in­
cluding pottery , prints , weaved 
materials , photography, jewelery and 
paintings . 
' 'The committee reviewed slides of 
all the artists ' booths before they were 
given a place this year , ' '  he said. "I 
believe · we have selected very high 
quality contemporary crafts . "  
8 Friday, April 1 2 , 1 98 5  
Audience says Murphy "0-Tay" 
More than 7,000 people cheered Wednesday 
night as super-comedian Eddie Murphy took to 
the stage of the University of Illinois' Assembly 
Hall. 
As the applause began to die down, a faint but 
steady chant began-"Eddie! Eddie ! Eddie! "  The 
fans made it into a roar. 
Murphy; a veteran of NBC's Saturday Night 
Live and several blockbuster movies, chuckled at 
the imitation of the crowd's chant at the beginning 
of his second album , " Eddie Mur­
phy-Comedian. ' '  
Murphy began his stand-up routine lamenting 
the criticism he received from his 1 984 "Delirious 
Tour. "  
H e  said many established comedians, such as 
· Lucille Ball, Red Skelton and Jackie Gleason, 
were outraged at Murphy's profanity and 
crudeness on stage� 
However, as Murphy said, "There's more to my 
comedy than that-I manage to slip a few jokes in 
around the curses. "  
Murphy went o n  i n  this vein for several 
minutes, ending the routine with an excellent Bill 
Cosby impersonation that illustrated another of 
Murphy's many talents. 
Murphy returned to the Cosby impersonation 
throughout the show, as it was a joke about 
Cosby's criticism regarding Murphy's stage show. 
Other impersonations Murphy did included 
superstar Michael Jackson and Murphy's father, 
Vernon. 
· These were in addition to the variety of voices 
Murphy used to bring his routines to life.  
Fans of Murphy's who were familiar with his . .  
two comedy albums and his HBO special , 
"Delirious, " were not disappointed, as Murphy 
Review: 
Shannon Jesse 
ref erred back to several routines appearing on 
them. 
Though Murphy has been criticized for his 
jokes about homosexuals and show business per­
sonalities, he was fair in his choice of jokes-the 
main object of the comedy was Murphy himself. 
He ridiculed himself for getting into a fist fight 
several months ago in a nightclub. He laughingly 
blamed his ego for the incident. And, when he 
messed up a line of the joke and was prompted by 
the audience, he asked, "Have you seen this 
before?" 
Though they may not have seen the 1 985 "Lawd 
Have Murphy Tour, " it was obvious most of the 
crowd was somewhat familiar with Murphy's 
character. 
Murphy told of phoning his parents after the 
fight incident and began a skit about them. 
As the crowd realized what he was doing, cries 
of "Vernon-Vernon!°" were heard. 
M u r p hy ' s  " pa r e n t s " - V e r n o n  a n d  
Lillian-have been major parts o f  many o f  his 
.. past comedic routines. 
After several minutes of this routine, Murphy 
led the crowd in a rousing version of "The Slinky 
Song, " from an old television commercial about 
the popular toy. 
After climaxing the show with the sing-a-long, 
Murphy thanked . the crowd and ended the one · 
hour and forty-five ·minute .show to a standing· 
- ovation. 
.. ' . . 
The D•lly E•stem 
Retai l  sal.es 
d ive i n  Marc 
by 1 .9 petce 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Retail sales pl 
percent in March, the steepest drop in 
seven years", the government said' Thu 
analysts were split over whether the decline 
of growing economic weakness or simp 
moath fluke. 
The Commerce Department . report sh 
sales, after adjusting for seasonal fact 
$ 1 10.S billion in March, down from the 
level of $ 1 12 .7  billion. · 
The declines were widespread, led by a s 
cent drop iQ auto sales, and smaller dee · 
niture stores, department stores, grocery 
restaurants. , 
However, some analysts said the M 
overstated the _economy's weaknesses, po· 
separate report Thursday by the natio 
retailers , who boasted of sales gains in 
the same period one year ago. 
The Commerce Department report 
that the category which included depart 
enjoyed a 9.2 percent sales gain over a y 
when March sales activity ' was com 
February's ,  department store sales drop 
cent. 
The big March decline in overall sales 
1 . 6  percent sales advance during Feb 
analysts said that because of seasonal 
factors the February number overstated 
of consumer demand and made the M 
· AB approves budget bylaw change worse than it really was . "The big February number was not s of any rebirth in consumer demand just as 
number doesn't mean demand is falling t 
floor ,"  said Ed Friedman, of Chase Eco 
, _ 
by Lesa Black 
The Apportionment Board 
Thursday passed a bylaw to 
regulate the spending within sub­
codes to comply with the AB and 
the President of the University's 
approval for the fiscal year. 
Any additional allocations can 
only be approved if they are sub­
mitted to the AB chairman by Oc­
tober 1 or February 1 of each 
fiscal year. Once this approval is 
granted by the AB, it must be ap-
f"r-:IM€ �- f31'.EF, LETTlJCE, 
�"TC' ANr l'vlA"1::> 
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proved by the Student Senate, the 
vice president for student affairs 
and the president of the univer­
sity. 
Transfers between accounting 
codes within a single budget must 
be submitted to the AB chairman 
by October 1 or February 1 of 
each fiscal year. These transfers 
must also be approved by the 
senate, _the vice president for 
student affairs and the president 
of the university. 
•IO MT BElftCllESE COMBO MEOUA ICAAE �f!lf.EF, € A� Of'>SWEEl� 
OM 111E f� lllll.f. � CIU* ;'TOMATO, 
ll1'1UCE .1IC> MAYO ON lltf VlHEk' AWl3?0ME. I 
,, TURKr(IAM�CHEESf CLUB-
L�'"s�D HAMI f'R.:\>t)(Ot.Jf �EESE 
ot-J Tl'E fJOTl:JM, R0.>611\Ji:Kf:Y �?T,lf1Tuc�, TOMAlOt lllA'rt' t»J fef' '.ft Utt/' JoNVS F.4Wr<t7lJ'"11' 
The transfers between ac­
counting sub-codes within a single 
budget year can be approved by 
the AB at its regular meetings. 
These requests do not need ap­
proval from senate, vice president 
for student affairs or the president 
of the university. · 
The AB will not meet again this 
year unless a transfer occurs, in · 
which case a special meeting will 
be called. 
private forecasting firm. 
But Jerry Jasinowski, chief econom 
Natioal Associaton of Manufacturers , sa· 
March decline was a reflection of the w 
economy has been exhibiting since last su 
"The consumer is beginning to hold b 
ding primarily because income gains 
down and consumer confidence is subdu 
"The magnitude of the March d 
troubling questions about the economy 
half of this year. ' '  
WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET IN 
SHAPE THIS SUMMER. 
Eastern News Friday. Apri l t 2 .  t 98 5 
harg honored at one of his last concerts 
music department's  Spring 
Concert- at Dvorak Concert 
ursday marked one of the fast . 
ances by director John 
, a music instructor set to retire 
er. 
g was presented with a rose on 
of the chorus for the work he 
e with the chorus over the 
rprised by the honor, Maharg 
students he has instructed have 
fine bunch of young people. ' '  
ncert itself featured the Mixed · 
and the Chamber Singers, both 
by Maharg, and the Concert 
directed by music instructor 
nd effects 
Robert Snyder. 
The Mixed Chorus opened the con­
cert with a Mass in G, which was a 
Latin prayer. The mass featured 
soloists Cathy Berns, a soprano, Jason 
Swartzbaugh, a tenor, and Tom 
Studebaker, a baritone. 
Maharg said he was pleased with the 
Latin Mass because the chorus did a 
"fine job of learning and performing 
the text of the mass . "  
Berns , who sang soprano, said she . . 
had fun doing her parts in the Mass 
and was honored to be selected to sing 
solo . 
The Chamber Singers performed the 
usic now comput�rized-
rle Schuette 
s no longer just hills that are 
with the sound of music . 
es Beauchamp, director of 
uter music at the University of · 
is, showed an audience of 
than 40 Eastern students how 
uters are entering the music 
in a lecture Wednesday titled, 
puter music for compos_ers;' ' 
mputer music has its origins 
the · sound effects that ac­
ny video games, Beauchamp. 
"The video games · contain 
generating chips that are con-
by a computer, ' '  he ex-
area of interest is computers for 
composers.  
"Some sounds can be made with 
the computer and not with live in­
struments, "  neauchamp said, ad­
ding that computers are able to 
produce the sounds of numerous in­
struments as well as the human 
. voice. 
· Beauchamp presented slides of 
- the computer-music equipment used 
at the U of I, as well as other com­
puter mqsic centers all over the 
world . 
There are about 1 7  computer 
music centers around the United 
States , with the interest in computer 
music becoming more popular . 
.z i l ian president fai li ng ·  again 
P A U L O ,  B r a z i f 
President-elect Tancredo Neves 
a worsening abaominal in­
Thursday night and .und�rwent 
nth operation in le�s than a 
• a government spokesman said. 
nio Britto said the 75-year-old 
xperienced " sharp changes in 
·ng, temperature. and . pulse, ' '  
the new surgery necessary . 
said the abdominal surgery was 
ress while the announcement 
de. 
·er in the day, Britto said Neves 
lied from an "extremely un­
' condition that was mar�ed by 
of fong and kidney failure on 
ay. 
a late afternoon medical 
· n-issued before the _ an­
tnt of the new surgery-said 
condition "inspired concern. "  
his heartbeat �nd breathing 
rhythms had increased slightly and he 
was again running a fever-a sign of a 
persistent intestinal infection. · 
Banner newspaper headlines _reflec­
ted the concern of many Brazilians . 
" Doctors Run out of Recourses . 
Tancredo Is Not Resisting, "  said 0 
Globe of Rio deJaneiro . 
"Tancredo's Agony Grieves the 
Nation, "  said Rio's  Jornal do B�asil .  
Ultima Hora of Rio headlined, "Tan­
credo Can't  Take Any More . "  
Outside Clinical Hospital , people 
held signs with Neves' portrait and 
prayed for him. 
Neves was to have taken office Mar­
ch 1 5  as Brazil's  first civilian president 
in 2 1  years . But an intestinal ailment 
required emergency surgery and he 
couldn't be· sworn in . His vice 
president, Jose Sarney, was sworn in 
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second part of the concert and sang The Mixed Chorus concluded the 
pieces written by composers Francis concert with some lighter pieces which 
Poulenc, John Wilbye and Johannnes included a medley ·from the Broadway 
Brahms. play, West Side Story. 
Maharg said the Chamber Singer The crowd reaction to the concert 
pieces were difficult , but the singers was generally positive. 
were "capable of doing the works, and . Barbara Sturgis-Everett, music in-
they did them attractively. "  structor, said she enjoyed the Chamber 
The ·concert Choir performed next · S�ngers and "it is nice to see Maharg' s. 
and sang works by Johannes Brahms, work . 
John Gardner and Alexander Gret- Graduate student Rex Rund, a singer 
chaninov. in the Concert Choir and Chamber 
The Brahms piece was conducted by Singers , said it was a good·concert , but  
graduate student · conductor Kim he was disappointed not  seeing more 
Jacoby. Synder conducted the pieces Eastern students and faculty members 
by Gardner and Gretchaninov. present at the concert . 
CAA passes g uest pol icy 
by Julie Cambria Brechbill · 
. A proposal expanding Eastern 's  
summer guest policy to allow un-· 
dergr�duates to be admitted as guest 
students for any semester or term was 
unanimously approved Thursday by 
the Council on Academic Affairs . 
The new policy , proposed by Sam · 
Taber, dean of student academic ser­
vices , mirrors a similar policy ap­
ptoved by the Council on Graduate 
Studies which allows graduate guest 
students for.any semester or term. . 
Taber said the new policy "will open 
up the market for._ people in the com­
munity who wish to take a class or 
classes" and do not want a -degree� · 
Edgar Schick,  vi'ce ,president for 
academic affairs , said he supports the 
new policy "very strongly . "  
"We are committed to opening up 
the university for adult learner� . "  he 
said . " It is  a very common policy· at 
quality institutions . ' ' 
· The CAA also approved a new th.ree- · · 
credit-hvur course proposal from t he 
School of Technology, College of Ap­
plied Sciences . 
"Plant Layout and Material Han­
dling , "  INT 4803 , will study the 
arrangement of physical facilities and 
material handling to "optimize the in­
terrelationships among operatiOg per­
sonnel , material flow,.and the methods 
required in achieving enterprise ob­
jectives efficiently , eccinomically and 
safely . "  
There i s  a prerequmte of  
Management 3950 or  six-semester 
hours of coursework in industrial 
technology: 
EASTERN ILLINOIS -UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
· Shakespeare's 
Much Ado About Nothing 
• • .::1 joy.nus comedy · , 
Directed by 
Jerry E isenhou r 
8 p�m. April 1 9, 20, 22, 23 
2 p.m. April 21 , 1 985 
in the Theatre 
Doudna F ine Arts Center 
Adults $3.50, Senior Citizens & Children $2.50, 
EIU Students.$2.00 
Phone 581 -3 1 1 0  for Information and Reservations 
·Sell unwanted items 
and 
earn extra cash 
• · in 
The Daily Eastern News 
classified ads 
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Duln ps ________ from . page 1 Erise�ble 
Tainted milk.drinker describes · . feat ures to be dangerous, "You almost would have to bathe in it, ' '  he said. 
About 40 district workers worked 
around the clock Wednesday and 
Thursday to clean the suspect milk 
symptoms of ' Elsie's revenge' - solos 
' from affected suburban storm sewers. · by Jim Allen 
Leu-Hing said, adding the district Eastern Junior Thomas • Krick 
plans to bill Jewel Companies Inc. for believes he was a victim of what he has 
the overtime. 
· dubbed "Elsie's revenge. "  
H e  said Jewel workers did not realize Kric k ,  a 2 1 -year-old . com-
what they did was illegal, and the com- munications major, .has hitched the 
pany was cooperating with . the. name of a famed dairy mascot with the 
cleanup. , sickness he suffered ov�r spring break 
Jewel owns Hillfarm Dairy in subur- in the Chicago suburb of Elmhurst . 
ban Melrose Park, where the suspect Remembering well the symptoms he 
milk-Jewel's  Hillfarm and Bluebrook endured, Krick believes he was part of 
brands-was produced for sale at the what is believed to be the largest 
company's  2 1 7  affiliate stores in salmonella food poisoning outbreak in 
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and Michigan. U.S .  history. 
After reports of a. second wave of While his case has not been con-
poisoning Monday, Jewel closed the firmed by or reported to any health of­
dairy . The company pulled all . dairy ficials , he said he put the pieces 
products · from its store · shelves together after recovering and when 
Tuesday. initial reports came out linking the out-
state and federal inspectors tore break witl:i tainted milk . 
· apart machinery at the facility Wed- "I  caught 'it when I was home over 
·nesday in their ongoing search for the · spring break on Wednesday (March 
source of the outbreak,  said 27) , "  he said. "I threw up five times 
spokeswoman Patricia Larsen of th�e starting at 1 a .m.  (Thursday) untn 9 
Illinois Department of Public Health . a .m . "  
The second outbreak has been Krick deduced his illness was 
blame.d on Hillfarm 2 percent milk salmonella because he. had all the sym­
with expiration dates of April 1 ,  3 ,  7;  ptoms and drank milk purchased in a 
8 ,  10, 1 2  and 14 .  The first wave was Jewel store produced by the Hillfarm­
blamed on Bluebrook 2 percent milk Dairy, Inc. , in the Chicago suburb of 
dated March 29. Melrose park . . 
Larsen said the number of poisoning Coles County Health Department 
the victim after · recovery has been 
made. 
According to Associated · Press 
reports, Jewel Cos . voluntarily closed 
down the dairy Tuesday when a second 
wave of the food poisoning was 
. blamed on additional batches of bad 
milk.  
Krick said his mother called him at 
Eastern "the next Tuesday, when it 
started coming out in the news ."  No 
other member of the household 
became ill , "but we don't think anyone 
else drank the milk, "  Krick added. 
Krick recalled vomiting, abdominal 
pains, "really" cramped stomach 
muscles, headache,  a loss of appetite, 
dehydration and sleeplessness the night 
after consuming the milk . 
While the pain kept Krick from 
going to work, he said the symptoms 
had "pretty much cleared up by Satur­
day (March 30) when- I returned (to 
Eastern) . " 
" I  thought it was from somewhere 
we had . eaten, but I had some of the 
common symptoms . I couldn' t  get to 
sleep-my abdominal muscles hurt 
when I laid down and when I sat up, "  
Krick said . " I t  was kind o f  like having 
a baby . "  
While "Elsie's revenge" has not 
deterred Krick from continuing to 
drink milk, he said, "I don't  think I 'd  
buy �ny from there (Jewel) . " . 
cases could rise to 1 0,000 if people in- spokesman Dan Stretch said cases such 
fected by the contaminated milk spread as Krick ' s  often go unreported as they 
the highly contagious salmonella bac- are mistaken for a. flu and dismissed by 
teria, which can linger in an adult' s  -----------.:......----------------­
system up to five weeks and longer iri a elude ineffective pasteurization or in- Mary, 6 1 ,  died Monday in a Blue 
child . 
· troduction pf the bacteria into the milk Island hospital after being treated for 
· The disease .is not generally con- after pasteurization, Larsen said . food poisoning, filed a $ 1 3  million 
sidered dangerous to people in good Several lawsuits have been filed wrongful .death suit Wednesday in 
health , although it can be un- against Jewel, based jn suburban Cook County Circuit Court against 
comfortable. Melrose Park . Jewel . 
SuJ)sected causes of the outbreak in- Joseph Kierzek of Alsip, whose wife, 
Testimony continues 
by Pamela Lill 
"Janus ,"  a chamber ensemb 
perform a concert at 3 p.m. S 
the Tarble Arts Center. 
Th'e recital , which will be perfi 
by clarinetist Melvin Warner, 
Diane Ragains and pianist 
Dameron, will include trios, du 
solo music, music instructor 
Planinc said. 
" Janus" is cited as a "cham 
semble cort}miited to explori 
century music while paying ho 
the great masters of the past. 
cording to a press release.  
The group, which has perfi 
together for ten years , · will be 
music by Faure, Poulenc, Stra 
Rorem and Schubert . This reci 
conclude the 1 984-85 Chamber 
the Center� 
Warner has played with t 
Coast chamber groups, with 
Caldwell 's American National 
Company and with the St. Lo · 
phony as associate principal . 
Ragains made her solo debut 
Orff's ·Carmina Burana · 
Chicago Symphony and is a f 
guest artist with the Chicago 
Park concerts and the St. Lo · 
phony. 
Dameron has been a musical 
with the Chicago Lyric Opera 
and pianist and associate condu 
the Chicago City Ballet . He 
debut as soloist with the Ci 
chestra of Chicago. 
Tickets for the concert are o 
the TAC gift shop and at th 
Department.  They may also 
chased on the afternoon of the 
High drama of ch i ld molestat ion trial  fades to tedi 
LOS ANGELES (AP)-She wore a tedium while defense lawyers conduct 
red sweater decorated with chubby marathon cross-examinations . 
:iandas holding balloons , but when the The number of spectators and repor­
little girl on the witness stand spoke, ters has dwindled in the special closed­
her words were · solemn and almost circuit TV viewing room set up by the 
adult� " Could you repeat the judge to shield child witnesses from 
question, please?" crowds who were expected to attend 
The lawyer who faced her across the the McMartin Pre-School proceedings . 
courtroom asked in solicitous tones: Estimates on the further length of. 
"When you were going to the Mc- the 8-month-old preliminary hearing, 
Martin Pre-School, did you have any - the prelude to an expected trial for 
nightmares?" seven former teachers, range from 
The sandy-haired, snub-nosed child months to years . 
bit her lip, Stared off into space and The judge ultirruttely - will rule 
wrinkled her brow. After a long silen- whether there is sufficient evidence to 
ce, the 8 Yi -year-old finally answered: warrent a trial . 
" I  don't remember. "  "This will be · the most expensive 
In the courtroom of Municipal . preliminary hearing in the history of 
J udge A viva Bobb, the high drama of the United States, "  said defense at­
c.-.ildren testifying about alleged torney Daniel Davis . " . . .  We will not 
molestations has yielded to numbing · finish in 1 985 . "  
Tonight . . . . . . . . . . . .  D.U. I . 
Saturday Recreationa l Bones 
$1 Cover • Doors open at 8 • 75� 1 6  oz Drafts 
Use the same 6 letters to create 3 words. 
The col_onel was selecting his honor guard from the armed forces. He 
picked two _ _ _ _ _ _  and one _ _ _ _ _ _  , "Those who _ _ _ _ _ _  , " he an-
nounced , "will  have another chance next week to apply for the honor. " 
redeem at Page One for Page One money and rules 
Deputy District Attorney Lael Rubin 
said she hopes the hearing will end by 
December, but added she's  not to op­
timistic . She has argued that the case 
should have gone directly to trial 
without a preliminary hearing. 
But Davis,  who represents chief 
defendent Raymond Bu,ckey, said the 
hearing, which he requ�sted, is more 
than a dress rehearsal for the trial . Its 
evidence, he said, may constitute much 
of the trial itself. 
He noted that testimony by 41 child 
witnesses is being videotaped for 
· possible use before a jury, a procedure 
that might remove the need for 
children to repeat courtroom ap­
pearances . 
Most of the seven youngsters who 
have testified so far have told of being 
raped , sodomized and ot 
molested by Buckey while 
teachers 'at . the McMart in  Pr 
watched . 
One boy said that the school' 
der, 77-year-old wheelchair 
Virginia McMartin , observed 
tivities.  Some children have 
photos being taken while they 
naked in wh_at they called "t 
movie game ,"  supporting al 
that pornography �as produe 
school . 
The defendants include Bue 
his mother, Peggy McMartin 
57; his sister, Peggy Ann Bue 
his grandmother, Virginia M 
and teachers Betty Raidor, 64, 
Spitler, 36, and Mary Ann 
56. 
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Sweetheart· Ro 
8.95 a dozen 
order today 
(for,J im ited time only) 
Cal l 345-7007 
503 Jefferson Ave. 
Across from Post Office 
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Soviet Un ion holds tribute 
to mark Roosevelt ' s death 
MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet Union niversary of victory in World War I I .  
is marking Friday's 40th anniversary of Roosevelt has been praised in  a TV 
the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt series on the war and also in a new film 
with unusual tributes that ·evoke called Victory. 
nostalgia for the years of Soviet- The Tass coverage of the anniversary 
American alliance. of his death was unusual because such 
The tributes also are critical of tributes normally are reserved for 
current American policy. figures from Soviet and Russian 
Tass , the official news agency, history. 
issued two long stories Thursday about Noting that Roosevelt died less than 
Roosevelt, who died April 12 ,  1 945 . a month before the end of the war ,  
One was by Va_lentin Berezhkov, a Berezhkov said his  "death was an 
leading political analyst who was Josef irreparable loss to the peace settlemen- .  
Stalin's interp.reter in talks with Many people believe that if he had 
Roosevelt . lived longer, the military situation in 
Both stories praised FDR as a Europe would have shaped up dif­
".statesman of world caliber" and "a ferently. " 
convinced champion of cooperation Berezhkov added : "There h e\·ery 
with the Soviet .Union. "  They put reason to believe that the possibi l i ty  of 
Roosevelt into the context of · super- accords between the liSSR and the 
power politics 40 years later by con- . USA at the time\vas directly  l inked . to 
trasting cooperation · during his ad- t h e  pos i t ion  o f  p r i n� ip l e  o f  
ministration with the state of U .S . - Roosevelt . "  
. Soviet relations today . In the other article . new<; analyst 
The Soviets have long included Igor Orlov ·said Roosevelt was " a  
Roosevelt i n  the group of foreign statesman o f  world caliber w h o  is 
statesmen deserving of praise and he remembered in American and world 
has been cited as an example of ho'w history as a man who demonstrated the 
U .S.  presidents should treat the Soviet great possibil it ies of a policy of realism 
Union.  based on world social, economic and 
He has been given special prominen- political realities . "  
ce in the Soviet buildtlp t o  the 40th an-
Agricu lt u re grarit offered 
b y  Leanne Hofbauer 
Eastern students studying con­
servation or agriculture may be eligible 
for one of several scholarships being 
offered by the Soil Conservation 
Society of America. 
dedicated to advancing the science and 
art of good land use , "  has about 
1 3  ,000 members in more than 80 coun­
tries in the United States and Canada, 
Davis said . 
rve Officers Training Corps cadet rappels off Buzzard Building Thur· 
ing as part of his ROTC exercises. Rappell ing is one of several exer· 
ROTC cadets undergo as part of their training at Eastern . (News 
Larry Davis , a society member, said 
to be eligible for the conservation 
scholarships, undergraduate students 
must have completed two years of 
college by AuguU 1 985 ,  have a grade 
point average of 2 .5  on a 4.0 scale, be 
majoring in a conservation or 
agric4ltural field · and be working 
toward their first bachelor' s of science 
degree. 
The society also ot fers the Kenneth 
E. Grant Research Scholarship to 
graduate students who are members of 
the society, Davis said. 
To be eligible for the $ 1 ,000 award, 
graduate students must show financial 
need and "demonstrate integrity , 
ability and competence to completethe 
specified study topic ."  
Paul Klatt) 
I i  withdrawal thri l ls Shi ites 
YEH, Lebanon (AP)-The 
y withdrew Thursday from 
town and the hostile Shiite 
l lages around it, and hun­
ebane'se streamed into the 
celebrate an end to nearly 
of Israeli occupation. 
e celebrating freedom, "  
Mrouweh shouted over 
f chanting neighbors and 
ms on the town's  main 
e want to tell the whole 
Lebanon belongs to the 
one ."  
llback, Israel relinquished 
about 1 1 5 square miles of 
d between 60,000 and 
le, the military command 
v said. About 772 square 
th Lebanon-a fifth of the 
·n are occupied by Israeli 
o invaded Lebanon in June 
itary sources who spoke on 
ey not be identified said 
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ng Sleeve Shirts 
$5 
settlements would again be within 
range of guerrilla rockets . 
The withdrawal was the second· in a 
series that began Feb . 1 6 , when the 
Israelis left the southern Lebanese port 
of Sidon. 
Two $500 scholarships are awarded 
in each of the society' s  nine districts . 
Illinois · is included in the west-north· 
central region along with Missouri, 
Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
" The society , a non-profi t  
educational and scientific organization 
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SK and 1 0K 
Check in at 8 a. m .  
$5 entry fee when 
you register 
Sponsored by 
Mil ler High Life 
Davis said the topic f-or this year's 
research is to identify new approaches 
or strategies that could be used for the 
reduction of farmland erosion .  
Applications for both scholarships 
are available in Eastern's  Financial 
Aids Office, East Wing, Student Ser­
vices Building , and must be r.:eturned 
by May 1 .  
" 
i i  .. 
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At least you're 
final ly rooting 
for a real team! 
Do us a favor 
though and get 
rid of the 
poindexter 
glasses for 
· your 21 st. 
Your friends 
Cheryl, Tina 
and ·4th floor 
.3 VI 
. -MM:fTRUCK i 
. £NER6£TIC. WHQLf FOODS - � 
$2.00 OFF 
� FREE qt. of COKE 
it: For deliveri�s only 
:-. I� $7 .45 w/coupon 
\ ' $9 ... 45 w/out 
· ADD UCCl 'S 
, ,  
Pizza 
7 1 6  Jack$on.  East of Square 
0;wn 4 ;:> m  · 345 9 1 4 1  3 4 � 9393 
Long Island 




selected brands only 
3 pm-7 pm 
CHER · SAM ELLIOTT 
ERIC STOLTZ �"4--5 � 
. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE IPG·lll 
FRl-4:45•7:00•9:1 5  
SAT-2:00•4:45•7:00•9:1 5  
SUN-2:00•4:45•7:00 ONLY 
IPG·13l ·.·.:;;;·�:.���: :� ·:�::::o 
FRI NITE-5:1 0•7:1 0•9: 1 0  
SAT NITE-5 : 1 0•7:1 0•9: 1 0  
' SUN NITE-5 : 1 0-•7: 1 0  ONLY , 
There's something funny· 
going on in Washington. 
PROTOCOL 
o GOLDIE HAWN lffi1 
FRl-7:05•9:05 SAT-2:00•7:05•9:05 SUN-2:00•7:30 ONLY 
A big city cop. A small country.boy. 
They have nothing in common ... but a mwder. 
. TN 
�� HARRISON A PARAMOUNT PICTURE _..-· · ·  
® 
® FORD 
Copynght ' MCMLXXXV By Paramount Pictures Corporation. ; 
All Rights ReseNed • -..:_ � 
ALL SHOWS B E FORE 6 P. M. 
R EW BARRY M O R E  JAMES WOO 
STEPHEN 
KING'S 
SATURDAY and SUNDAY MATINEE 2:00 PM 
The movie that wi l l  
make the whole 
family Care-a-Lot . 
I ntroducing 
The Core Bear Cousins 
. ""' . �R�ns 
� MOVI E \V A. IA.MUEl GOLDWYN � i COMPANY RHEAS[ 
FRl-5 ;00 ONLY SAT & SUN-2:00 & 5:00 ONLY 
n ewest c a  
a n d -c reat 
g a m e  . . .  
· FRl-5 :05•7 :05 •9:05 
SAT-2:05 • 5 :05 •7 :05 •9:05 
SUN-2:05 • 5 :05 • 7:05 ONL 
Meet Wendell Tvedt. 
Would you believe he's about 
to become America's #} hunk? 
What happens to him , 
could happen to you! 
A JAMES FRAWLEY ALM "FRATERNnY \K.A'OON" 
Swnng STEPHEN GEOFFREYS SHEREE J. WILSON 
CAMERON DYE TIM ROBBINS LEIGH McCLOSKEY 
MATT McCOY JOHN VERNON M""' .,, BRAD AEDEL . 
Wntt.., ""  UNDSAY HARRISON Produced "" ROBERT C. PF:reRS 
Dlr«tld .,, JAMES FRAWlEY 
R •. .,_.,.. - � -::.:�:i=:c=;• ® � 
© 1915 New wood Pcturel Al nghtl r..-ved 
FRI. - & SAT-7:00.•9:00 ONLY ' . SUN-7:00 ONL 
Friday' s .  
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U-E ,  St . Lou is next for Torricell i , Panthers 
Long 
as between rainouts late last season when 
's Tim Torricelli decided he was going to 
what he had been unable to prove during the 
rtened 1 984 season. 
-
the time, Torricelli was mired in an un­
ristic slump. His once impressive battin� 
of . 380 in 1 983 had plummetted to a 
ing . 1 57 last year. 
- · 
Panthers weren't much better off, either . 
to untimely rain combined with soggy fields, 
played just 30 games ( 1 9- 1 1 )  last year, which 
tell the NCAA much when it comes time to 
s for the post-season tournament . 
when Eastern ( 1 7-8- 1 )  plays back-to-back 
oubleheaders this weekend against Southern 
Edwardsville and St . Louis, they will reach 
e plateau-and Torricelli is now swinging 
I clip. 
orked out pretty hard in the off-season ,"  said 
Iii , a former catcher who was moved to third 
· season. "I had a _lot to prove and I wasn't 
let that (slump) happen again . "  
dy, the junior has eclipsed last year's output 
offensive category and has played as many 
he did all of last season. 
games this season , Torricelli has doubled last 
ome run output with six and has knocked in 
compared with just 12 last season.  -
• 
always knew _ he could hit ,"  coach Tom Mc­
said . "But everybody falls into slumps, even 
Brett . "  
'celli credits his resurgence t o  Mother Nature 
tter mental attitude. 
Centerfielder Monty " Aldrich gets back _ into first 
base during a pick-off attempt Tuesday against 
University of I l l inois. T�e sluggers meet , Southern 
I l l inois University-Edwardsville and St. Louis Univer­
sity this weekend. (News photo by Bill PrY,.une) 
·didn"it play enough last year, " he said in 
to the Panthers' 25 washouts last year. " I  
ut the season bad and things got worse. It's 
tal. 
six games as they enter the second half of the season. 
And weather permitting, this ye3r's  team has the 
chance of completing one of its best seasons in recent 
years . 
before going up against Division I foe St. Louis 
University Sunday. Both doublet. · � ders will start at 1 
p.m.  at Monier Field. 
" We're be the better team if we play like we can 
play, "  Torricelli said. "This is the best team talent­
wise since I 've been here. " you get to play four days a week it keeps 
t sharper, "  he added. "You have to play a lot 
to get a (NCAA) bid . "  
Eastern has won five o f  six games against Big Ten 
teams and continues to rip opposing pitchers . The 
Panthers' team average stands at . 327 . McDevitt has scheduled righthanders Mick Freed 
and Dave Goodhue to start Saturday's games. Mike 
Steinkamp and Brian Corn will pitch Sunday. far, the Panthers have been rained out of just 
Saturday, Eastern will be facing a team that went 
to the Division II World Series last year, SIU-E, 
ady tracksters se_ek revenge 
Lee 
Indiana State· defeated Eastern's 
's track team- in the indoor season 
indoor conference meet last winter, 
coach Dan Lowery was ready for a 
day, he' ll get his rematch at In�iana 
a dual meet with the Sycamores. 
t a piece of their action, "  Lowery 
'They beat us in the indoor con­
' and I want some retribution,.  
t to meet them one-on-one, because 
think they are a better team than we 
n will be going into the rematch 
one injury. Discus thrower Denise 
who holds Eastern records in the 
at 139- 1 0, will not compete because 
developed pleurisy, which .makes it 
to throw. -
think she developed the infection at 
k's SEMOtion Relays, when she got 
rd," Lowery said. "She'll be back 
Pepsi Invitational next weekend. ' '  
will still have the services o f  Joan­
' Deb Zubik and Valeta Strickland gap left by Macon. 
Ide . 
's men's tennis team got close 
matches, but lost 9-0 to 
State. The - team meets Rose­
at Terre Haute on Saturday. 
Seepage 1 5  
Men's track story on page 1 4  
Strickland also set a Panther school record 
at SEMOtion with a throw of 46-5 in the 
shot put. 
"She could potentially break that record 
again this week, "  Lowery said, "as she is 
capable of throwing 47 feet. ' '  
Lowery expects an exciting race i n  the 800 
meters, where he will send Janine Jarris and 
Lauren Lynch head-to-head. 
" I  don't  care who wins, as long as it's one 
of them , "  Lowery said . 
"I 'm also expecting to score big and win 
all the relays, "  he added. " I am going to 
stack all of them to build up the points . "  
Competing i n  the relays fo r  the Panthers 
will be Drenna Veasley, Sabrina Harper, 
Tracy Olawumi and Barbara Reed in the 
400-meter relay, and Veasley, Reed, Lynch 
and Olawumi in the 1600-meter relay. 
In the field events, Strickland and Zubik 
will throw the shot, Reed and Veasley will 
long jump and Shari Wolfram and Beth 
Smith will high jump. Joanna Miller, Kawan 
Cox�Bey, Smith and Wolfram will throw the 
javelin and Harper and Smith in the triple 
jump. 
In the running events, Jarris , Lisa Jostes 
and Debbie Ziolkowski will compete in the 
1 500. Also Harper, Wolfram and ·Smith in 
the 100-meter hurdles; OlaW\lmi, Veasley 
and Ziolkowski in the 400; and Reed, 
Veasley and Olawumi in the 1 00-meter dash. 
Also, Jarris , Lynch, and Ziolkowski in the 
800; Reed, Olawumi and Veasley in the 200; 
and Jostes, Anne Sanderson and LuAnn 
Meyer in the 3,000. 
Wichita·State , SWMO 
on deck for softball 
by Dan Verdun 
The difference between being 
a conference title contender or 
pretender is often determined 
by the team's  performance in 
road games. 
If - Eastern' s  softball team 
wants to be among the Gateway 
CoJlegiate Athletic Con­
ference's contenders, then the 
Panthers must come through 
with strong outings on its 
weekend road trip to_ Southwest 
Missouri ( 1 3 - 1 2) and Wichita 
State (4- I l ) .  
' 'These four games this 
weekend are crucial to our 
finishing in the upper-division 
of the league,"  coach Deanna 
D' Abbraccio said . 
Eastern, _12-6, is coming off a 
disappointing road trip that saw 
the Panthers drop three of four 
games to open its GCAC season 
last weekend. 
"l don't expect the same 
results this weekend, "  D' Ab­
braccio said. "Errors at crucial 
points in the game have been 
killing us all season. "  
The Panthers have committed 
46 errors- I I in GCAC ac­
tion-resulting in 27 unearned 
runs. 
· On the positive side, Eastern 
has received stellar pitching 
from freshman Zam Mogill and 
senior Shelly Eddington.  
Mogill, a Streator High 
School product, sports a 6-2 
record and a sparkling 0.48 
ERA. She has struck out 51 bat­
ters while notching two 
shutouts . 
Eddingto n ,  a Brighton 
native, i s  6-4 wh t .  a 0.94 ERA. 
The senior has also· added pun­
ch to the Panther offense with a 
.4IO average� two home runs 
and eight RBI . 
Freshman outfielder Angel 
Lendvay has been the terror of 
the Panther lineup this season. 
The converted . shortstop is 
leading the team in hitting with 
a .47 1  average. She also has 
three doubles , three triples and 
nine RBI . 
"Angel has been playing ex­
tremely well for us this season, "  
D' Abbraccio said. "She has 
made a big contribution to our 
program this year . ' '  
Shortstop Sara Karcher adds 
a .422 average to the attack. 
Freshman Tammi Patton has 
been one of the Panthers' 
.biggest surprises thus far. The 
Decatur-Eisenhower graduate 
has a .  four-game hitting streak 
since taking over second base 
for the injured Jan W�ser. 
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Cubs win 4-1 .after Cey's  4th-i n n i ng homer 
CHICAGO (AP)-Ron Cey was looking for a pit- third single o f  the game to chase losing pitcher Andy 
ch inside, but he knew exactly how to react when Jose Hassler. Gary Carter greeted reliever Neil Allen with 
DeLeon's offering was over the middle of the plate. a single off the glove of Cardinal's  thrid baseman Art 
Cey �mered the pitch into the left-field Howe and when the ball dribbled into foul territory, 
bleachers for a three-run home run which carried Hernandez raced to third. 
left-hander Steve Trout and the Chicago Cubs to a 4- George ·Foster was walked intentionally and Allen 
1 victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates on Thursday. went to full count on Heep before walking in the win-
" I thought he'd pjtch me in or jam me, " said Cey. ning run .  _ 
'!Maybe he made a mistake but it came out over the Rookie Roger McDowell pitched the 1 1 th inning to 
plate. "  get the victory fo r  the Mets, who needed 1 0  innings to 
DeLeon agreed the pivotal pitch was a mistake. beat the Cardinals in Tuesday's season opener. 
"It was a fast ball, the one bad pitch I made cost Tudor pitched the first nine innings, holdi�g the 
me the entire game," he said. Mets to three hits and one unearned run while 
Cey's homer capped a four-run fourth inning, all striking out five and walking three. · 
the offense the Cubs needed in making it two straight The Cardinals scored a run in the fourth on Terry 
victories over the Pirates. Trout, meanwhile, limited Pendleton's RBI single� but two errors by Pendelton 
Pittsburgh to three hits, two of those in the infield. at third base led to an unearned New York run in the 
Twenty of Trout's putouts came on ground balls . bottom of the inning. 
' 
He gave up � looping single to Ja8on Thompson in With one out in the St. Louis fourth, Jack Clark 
the fourth, an infield single to DeLeon in the fifth hit a broken-bat, bloop double down the right-field 
and a pinch infield single to Bill Almon in the eighth. line: After Cardinal -catcher Darrell Porter fouled 
Almon beat out the hit to Trout, and went to out, Pendelton singled up the middle to score Clark . 
second after Trout overthrew first base for an error, Pendelton was picked off first by Mets starter Ron 
Almon advanced to third on a groundout and scored Darling to end the inning, then began New York's  
on Johnny Ray's sacrifice fly. half of the fourth by booting Kelvin Chapman'a hard 
"The game plan was to get ground balls and throw grounder. Hernandez singled, and Chapman and 
as few pitches as possible," said Trout. Hernandez executed a double steal as the ball popped 
"He pitched a good game, " said Pittsburgh out of catcher Porter's glove. 
Manager Chuck Tanner. "DeLeon pitched a good . One out later, Tudor walked Foster to load the 
game except for two pitches . He mad� a .bad pitch to bases , and Chapman scored when Pendelton, moving 
Cey but Cey could just as easily have popped it up. "  to his left, fluffed Howard Johnson's  bouncer, . 
The Cubs opened the pivotal fourth on a single by Darling, a right-hander, worked the first seven in-
Gary Matthews who '. went to third when Leon nings fo he Mets , yielding only four hits , walking 
Durham's ground ball skipped past third baseman three and striking out two. 
Bill Madlock for an error. Mets right-fielder Darryl Strawberry, injured while 
Matthews scored on a wild pitch and Keith diving for a ball in Tuesday's game, was scratched 
Moreland beat out a bunt single before Cey hit his from the starting line-up with a bruised tendon in his 
homer. right wrist. 
Cards lose in 1 -1 th 
NEW YORK (AP)....:_Pinch-hitter Danny Heep 
walked with the bases loaded in the 1 1 th inning Thur­
sday to force in the winning run as the New York 
,Mets defeated St. Louis 2- 1 and spoil a fine pitching 
performance by <;ardinal left-hander John Tudor. 
Keith Hernandez started the winn!g rally with his 
BOston downs New York 
BOSTON (AP)-Dwight Evans drove in three runs 
with a sacrifice fly and his second homer of the 
season Thursday as Boston downed the New York 
Yankees 6-4. 
While the Red Sox extended their record to 3-0, the 
club's best start since 1973 , the Yankees fell to O. 
the first time in iO years. 
Right-hander Roger Clemeq.s survived a 39-
second inning to earn the victory with three · 
of relief from Bob Stanley, who g9t the save. 
Dave Winfield led off the · Yankee second 
single and Don Baylor walked. Ken Griffey sin 
Winfield and Mike Papliarulo walked. 
Wynegar fouled out, but Clemens walked 
Meacham to force in a run.  He struck out 
Moreno, and catcher Rich. Gedm�n picked 
Meacham for a double play. 
Boston went ahead 3-2 in the third as 
singled and scored when Winfield misjudged 
drive by Jackie Gutierrez for a triple. Then, 
homered. 
New York tied it in the fourth as Griffey s' 
stole second and scored on a single by Meacham 
However, Boston scored single runs in the i 
fifth and sixth and the best the Yankees could 
Winfield's homer in the sixth. 
Tigers win slugfest 
DETROIT (AP)-Tom Brookens drew a 
loaded walk in the 1 0th Thursday to give t 
defeated Detroit Tigers an 1 1 - 1 0  - edge 0¥ 
Cleveland Indians . 
Julio Franco's  error allowed rookie Chris 
to reach base in the 1 0th, and Lou Whi 
sacrifice bunt advanced the runner to second. 
Alan Trammel was walked by reliever Da 
Ohlen. Kirk Gibson flied · out to movt Pit 
third . Von Ohlen walked Lance Parris 
Brookens . 
Willie Hernandez, last year's  . Cy Young 
winner, pitched 3 and two thirds innings to 
first victory and Detroit ' s  third of the season .  
The Indians built a 1 ()..8 lead with two ru 
sev�nth . 
The Tigers drew within 9-8 in the bottom of 
ning when Whitaker singled, took secon� on a­
dout and stole third. Gibson delivered the ru 
sacrifice fly. 
Bernaz�rd's  sacrifice fly and a three-run d 
Mel Hall gave Cleveland a 4-0 lead in the se 
'_Quite a battle ' ahead for men ' s traCk team 
by Marc Pacatte · will beef up the sprints . Akers looks 
_ Eastern' s  men' s  track team , for Magee to win the 100 and 20();. 
preparing for its fourth outing of tlie _ meter dashes. 
season, will travel to Terre Haute, 
Ind . ,  for a double dual meet against In­
diana State this weekend. 
Assistant coach Tom Akers said the 
meeting with the Sycamores is brewing 
up to be "quite a battle. "  
The Panthers will send a full 
squadron of 39 runners . It's the first 
time this season the full roster has par-
ticipated in a meet. . 
He added that " if our distance men 
perform up to capacity, we' ll do well 
there, too . : •  The key distance events 
are the steeplechase and the 5 ,000-
meter run.  
Although the. Panthers beat Indiana 
"rather handily" during the indoor 
season, head coach Neil Moore 
forecasted the meeting as a "very close 
contest . "  
H e  said the Sycamores are ' 'vastly 
improved" since the indoor season, 
which Akers said is at least partly at­
tributable to the lack of indoor training 
facilities at Terre Haute. 
· 
Akers added that the improvement 
was evident at the SEMOtion relays 
last weekend. 
"They _looked pretty solid in the hur-
Akers noted that several Panthers 
will be making their outdoor debut 
Saturday, which will allow the 
coaching staff to "see some guys we 
haven't seen in action yet this season. " 
GREEK SING 
The non-conference meet will be 
held concurrently with the women's 
meet , with alternating events. The ac­
tion will get underway at 1 1  a.m. EST 
Saturday. 
One of the Panthers' "strong suits, "  
according t o  Akers, will b e  i n  the 
throwing events, with weightmen Larry 
Thoennissen, Bob Mazanke and Tom 
Gennarelli anchoring the efforts . 
In addition, Claude Magee's  return, 
after his SEMOtion relays "vacation," 
Page©nt�rn 
4011 bth St. Chadnton 
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Admission 
dies, the quarter mile; they 
strong , weightmen and some 
decent middle distance and 
runners, "  he said . 
In addition to ; traveling wi 
squad,  · the Panthers ar 
strengthened by the fact that 
ipjured and the time lapse 
events will allow some team 
to enter a few more events 
mal, Akers said . 




's tennis coach said the Pan-
ulacked mental toughness" 
Illinois State as the R�dbirds 
a 9-0 dual victory. 
clean-sweep duplicated ·a dual 
last fall, but Bennett said the 
were a little closer and a,little 
I singles players Scott Fjelstad 
Santiago DeMecha 7-5, 6-3, but 
in the first set before losing . 
yed pretty well aginst their No. 
, but he couldn't put it away," 
said. 
the Nos. 2, 3 and 4 mat­
�ohn Suter lost to Brad Wray 6-
Eric Laffey lost to Bill Griffiths 
J and Bob Kirkwood lost to Ian 
nds 6-2, 6-2. 
Carstens, who won his first set 
was tied 4-4 in the second set, 
Tony Zanoni 3-6, 6-4, 6-1. 
stens played well against 
'," Bennett said. "I think he 
ns opponent) is a transfer from 
ame." · 
Matijasevich lost to Brian 
6-3. 6-3 in the No. 6 singles mat-
doubles matches, Fjelstad and 
st to DeMecha and Griffiths, 6-
Laffey and Kirkwood lost to 
and Symmonds 6-4, 6-4; and 
s and Matijasevich lost to 
and Dan Kierman 6-3, 6-1 
fey- Kirkwood played a· pretty 
tch in the doubles," Bennett 
'They were up 4-1 in second set, 
it." 
appen when you play a good 
Bennett said of the Eastern 
Follow the bouncing ... ' leads being turned around. 
start thinking about your lead 
takes away·your concentration ." 
rn meets Rose-Hulman Satur­
Junior Patti Kearns returns a volley during Tuesday's Indiana State April 16 at the Weller Courts. (News photo 
tennis match against Western Illinois. The Panthers host by Fred Zwicky) I 
Terre Haute, Ind. 
Passport Photos and Resumes 
Moore's Photography 345-7081 
West Side of Square 
All of our HOMEMADE BREAD iB made from SCRATCH 
It's our "FRESHNESS" you can see, taste and smell! 
16" and 8" Loafs piled high 
Gondola ............ Half 1.50 Whole ................. 2.50 
Ham, Salami, American Cheese & Lettuce 
La Gobbler ........... Half 1.85 Whole . . • .. . . . . . ...... . . 2.85 
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Former coach Eddy succeeds · 
. [as Cage hurdles beaten · PACKA•• 
by Michael Cbron these parts know of our school and its 
program, and it makes such a dif­
ference to be known. Now we have a 
product to sell to our prospective 
recruits.'' 
-:yd liai 
1 e1 L ...... 
Former Eastern basketball coach 
Don Eddy, now at the University of 
Texas-San Antonio, had his traveling 
shoes on recently when the Baylor 
University head cage post opened. But 
the ex-Eastern mentor for 12 years 
cooled his heels when Houston Baptist 
coach Gene Iva got the nod. 
The Waco, Texas, school, a member 
of the powerful Southwest Conference, 
narrowed the field for a new coach 
down to Eddy and Iva, "but in the out­
come it was Iva," Eddy said from his 
San Antonio-based school recently. . 
While a .coach at Eastern, Eddy 
directed his Panther cagers to new 
heights, but his departure left a sour 
taste in many fans' mouths, especially 
when he took along_ 6-foot-9 center 
Dennis Mumford, a Division II third­
team All-American during the 1979 
season. 
Eastern fans had been licking their 
chops at the thought of Mumford's 
1980-81 prospects, but Panther fans 
Eddy's teams posted consecutive 
records of 8-20, 10-18, 20-8 and 18-10 
over the past four seasons, and this 
past season the team featured junior 
Derick Gervin, brother of San Antonio 
Spurs' standout George. 
"After laying the foundation for our 
grogram the first year I was here, it was 
time to go out and get the players for 
our first team in the 1981-82 season. 
Recruiting was difficult that first 
year," Eddy recalled. 
"We didn't have a record or prior 
accomplishments to sell, just the 
prospects of our program and the 
school itself," he said. "You can 
imagine the hurdles we had to over-
come. 
"The first thing the prospective 
athlete wants to know is who have we 
played. Of course, we didn't even have 
a· program that first year. We could 
only point to the positive aspects of the 
school and how they would benefit by 
coming to Texas-San Antonio and 
helping us get our program off the 
ground,'' Eddy emphasized. 
After four seasons of the program, 
Eddy no longer has to sell prospective 
recruits on future accomplishments he 
hopes to make in getting a program off 
the ground. 
Like just about every other coach in -
the country, Eddy was in Lexington, 
Ky., for the 1985 national cham­
pionships. And like sentimental fans 
around the country, Eddy saw un­
derdog Villanova slip past defending­
national kingpin Georgetown, 66-64, "' 0 in the title game. · -Don Eddy "Deep down in my heart, I knew it 
soon were sticking their tongues out at wasn't going to be an easy job for 
Eddy when the newly-founded San An- Georgetown. -They had already beaten 
tonio school opened its doors and Villanova twice during the regular 
beckoned. season, and I don't care what anyone 
But, Mumford really can't be says, that third win over the same op­
faulted for accepting ·Eddy's offer to ponent in one season is hard to come 
help. get the cage program started in by. 
Texas. Yet that fact was overlooked by "You have to admire Villanova and 
the Eastern-faithfuls who viewed Ed- their co(\ch Rollie Massimino. He 
dy's move, which also took along coached a brilliant game; and when 
guard l\1ike Pickens who had earned your team shoots 79 percent from the 
Eastern's Most Valuable Player award field, there aren't too many teams that 
the previous season, as traitorous. are going to beat you. 
"I don't regret the move," Eddy '·'I am tru_ly glad for Massimino, but 
said. "It was a chance to establish a l have to admit that my heart was with 
new program from the ground up, and Georgetown," the founding partner of 
I don't think any coach can be faulted Coach Eddy's on Sixth Street con-
for wanting to improve himself." · tinued. • 
It will be remembered by former "But Georgetown will be back just 
students, and especially some seniors as will UCLA, Indiana and Oklahoma. 
on coach Rick Samuels' quintet, that And I don't think you can rule our 
Eastern had reached the pinnacle of school out either in future years. 
basketball height, filling Lantz Gym Beginning in the 1986 school-year, 
with 6,500 fans for several games we'll be a member of the newly­
during the 1979-80 season. alligned Missouri Valley Conference 
But the glory days may soon be along with Bradley, Stetso_n, Tulsa, 
returning to Eastern after Samuels Wichita State and Drake Universities. 
directed his cagers to the Association "You're talking about some awfully 
of Mid-Continent Universities' post- good schools," Eddy said, "and I 
season title last month. think you're going to see a lot of new 
"l don't have to go to the back door names in the 64-team NCAA tour­
anymQre,'' Eddy said. "People around nament in the future." 
BROKEN SPOKE a1cvaE SHOP 
$3950 .. 
Complete Overhaul 
Hrs. Mon.Fri 10 to 5:30 
Sat. 'til 3:30 
1143 6th Street• 345-9334 
� - ' 









































6" CAii• .Ullmll 
Friday, April 1 2, 1985 17 
Scoreboard Report scores to 581-2812 
Alt8ntlc Dlwlllon 
w L Pct. GB 
82 16 .795 
56 23 .718 6Y1 
y 40 39 .514 23Y. 
39 41 .488 24 
24 55 .308 38Y, 
Central DMllion 
57 23 .713 
43 36 .538 13 
36 42 .475 18Y, 
34 44 .436 21Y1 
32 47 .397 24 
23 57 .278 34Yt 
llldw•t Dlwlalon 
w L Pct. GB 
51 27 .654 
45 33 . 57 7  6 
42 36 .538 9 
40 39 .508 11'1t 
38 40 . 48 7 13 
30 48 .365 21 
Poclflc Dlwlalon 
58 20 744 
39 39 500 19 
34 45 430 24111 
31 48 392 27111 
29 49 372 29 




Attlnta 98, New York 94 
New Jersey 1 25, PhHadelphia 1 00 
Milw-ee 106, Waahlngton 97 
Denver at LA Cltppers,n 
Thursday's results 
Boston at ClavelMd 
Houston at Kansas City 
Portlaid at Utltl 
Dallas at Seattle 
LA Lskers at Golden St. 
Friday' a games 
Att&lte at CHICAGO 
INDIANA et Philadelphia 
Milwaukee al Boston 
Washington st Detroit 
LA Clippers at Houston 
Cleve!Md at New York 
Kansas City at San Antonio 
Utltl at Phoenix 
Dallas at Portlaid 
Seatle et LA Lekers 
Saturday's games 
CHICAGO at New Jersey 
INDIANA at Atlaita 
Philadelphia at Washington 
New York at Milwaukee 
Denver at Golden St. 
Sunday's games 
New Jersey et Boston 
Detroit at ClevelMd 
Seattle at Houston 
. Utah at San Antonio 
LA Lekers at Kansas City 
Golden St. at Phoenix 
Dallas at LA Clippers 
Denver at Portlaid 
End of Reguler S.eeon 
Sports log Baseball Baseball 
FRIDAY 
SOFTBALL-Eastern at Southwest Missouri. American League Natl�al LMgue 
. WOMEN'S TRACK-Eastern at Indiana State Triangular. e .. 101w111on Ea•t Dhllllon 
SPORTS ON RADIO, TV w L Pct. GB w L Pct. GB Detroit 3 0 1.000- C�ICAGO 2 0 1 000-
PAO BASEBALL-Montreal Expos at Chicago Cubs, Boston 3 0 1 000- New York 2 0 1.000-
WGN·AM (720) and WGN-TV (Channel 9), 1 :  1 5  p.m. Baltimore 2 0 1.000Yt Montreal 1 500 1 
PAO BASEBALL-San Diego Padres at Atlanta Braves, Joronto 1 1 .500 1 Philadelphia 0 1 .000 l 'It Milwaukee 0 ·1 .000 1Y1 ST. LOUIS 0 2 .000 2 WTBS·TV'(Channel 5), 6:35 p.m. Pittsburgh 0 2 .000 2 ClavelMd 0 3 .000 3 
MEN'S GOLF-The Masters, USA network, 3 p.m. New York 0 3 .000 3 
PAO FOOT.BALL-Gunslingers at Bulls, ESPN, 7 p.m. WeatDlwlllion AtlMta 1 o· 1 000-
SATURDAY W•IDlwlllon Los Angeles 2 ',!67 
CHICAGO 1 0 1.000- Cincinnati 1 . 500 . . , BASEBALL-Eastern hosts SIU-Edwardsville. Minnesota 1 0 1.000- San Oieqo 500 
SOFTBALL-Eastern at Wichita State. Seattle 1 0 1.000- San FrMcisco 1 1 500 .. , 
MEN'S TRACK-Eastern at Indiana State. KMsas City 1 .500 y, 'iouston 2 .333 
WOMEN'S TRACK-Eastern at Indiana State Triangular. Cal�ornie 0 .000 1· OaklMd 0 1 000 1 
MEN'S TENNIS-Eastern at Rose-Hulman. Texas 0 2 000 1 y, 
SPORTS ON RADIO, TV Thursday's results Thursday's r••ulta 
PAO BASEBALL-Detroit Tigers at Kansas City Royals, CHICAGO 4. P1ttsbllTQh 1 CHICAGO et Milwaukee,n New York 2, ST LOUIS 1 
(Channel 2, 1 3, 1 5), 1 2: 1 5 p.m. Detroit 1 1 ,  ClevelMd 10, 10 innings Los Angeles 4. Houst'>f1 3 
PAO BASEBALL-Montreal Expas at Chicago Cubs, Boston 6, New York 4 Atlanta at Ptiiladelpt.1a. n 
WGN·TV(Channel9}, 2: 1 5 p.m. OaldMd at Seattle. n Minnesota at California.n 
TENNIS- (Channels 3, 1 0) 1 p.m. Tor onto at KMsas City, n Friday's games AUTO RACING- ESPN 1 p.m. 
BOWLING- (Channel 1 7, 38) 2 p.m. Friday's games Montreal at CHICAGO San Francisco at Los AAQeies 
GOLF- The Masters, (Channel 3, 1 0) 2:30 p.m. Tor onto at Baltimore ST LOUIS at Pittsbur9h 
WOMEN'S TENNIS- (Channels 2, 1 5) ,  3 p.m. Milwaukee at  Texas San Diego at Atiant!\ 
PAO HOCKEY- Stanley Cup Playoffs, Capitals at lslan· 
California at OeklMd Cincmnati at New Yori< 
Minnesota at Seattle Ph1iadelphia at Houston 
ders, USA Network, 6 p.m. 
. PAO FOOTBALL- Invaders at Stallions, ESPN, 7 p.m. Wednesday's results Wednesday's results SUNDAY Detroit 8. ClevelMd 1 Boston 1 4 .'New York 5 Montreal 4, Cincinnati l 
BASEBALL-Eastern hosts St. Louis University. Baltimore 1. T exes 1 San Diego 3.' San FrW1c1sco 0 Toronto 1. Kansas City O. 1 o innings Los A:ogeles 5. Houston 4 
Bell's Flower 
'.,::::;A._.:...J?�u;:;;- Corner 
Doz. Carnations $10.95 
(arranged) 
Roses $1.50 each 
(cash & carry) 
Call now to start your party right 




or' Classic Dark Beer 
Six. 12-ounce non-returnable bottles 
Your Choice 
Osco Sale Price 
.239 PLU6359 
Coors Regular 
·and L ight Beer 
12, 12-ounce cans 
Your Choice 
Osco Sale Price 
81 
N 
/( :\ · ! 
Aristocrat 
Vodka or Gin 
1.75Llters 
Your choice 






Osco Sate Prtee 
a•9 
PLU6364 
• SmlmOff • Jim Beam • Old smuggler 
Vodka 80° Bourbon scoteh 




Prices effective thru Saturday, April 1s.i985. 
we reserve the right to llmlt quantltfes. 
Friday's 
18 . Aprll 12, 1985 Classified ads. 
Report errora Immediately at 511·2112. A carrect 
will appear In the next edition. Un .... notified, 
cannot be ,..ponslble for an Incorrect ad an. ltl 
1t lnHl'tlon. DNdlln• 2 p.m. prevlou1 day. 
jiii\Services Offered ft Roommates ti ForRent · t�it-=-���F_o_r�R_e_n_t ti For Rent 
ProfaHl°"'81 Relwne lWKi 
Typing Service. Reunee: high 
quelty, typed and typeeet. Ex· 
cellent packages avallllble. 
Memory Typing Service: 
papena, cover lettenl, and 
much more. Alao, aelf-servlce 
typing and self·eervlce copies. 
It's alf at PATTON QUIK PRINT 
I n the new West Partt Plaza, 
622 w. Uncoln , 345-6331. 
________ oo 
JOB HUNTING? COpy-X 
resumes get reUtal Fut ser· 
vtc� prlCes . aose to 




NEED TYPING: papers, let· 
ters; professlonal secretary. 
Call 345-9225-$1.00 per 
page. . ________.5/6 
N eed Ty ping Done? 
. Professlonal Typist! Call 345· 
2595 after 5 p.m. 
___ _____ _ 4/12 
ProfellSlonal typing and 
editing service . Thesis, repor-. 
ts, letters, memos, resumes, 
term papers, etc. Reasonable 
rates. 9-5 p.m. 345-9273. 
----=------4/12 
EDITING by former comp. & 
llt. Instructor. $1 per 2-spac&d 
pg. or equiv. 345-6965. ________4/19 
. � �": .· . � ' "!. Help Wanted 
STILL Looking For A Summer 
Job? E8m $4,230 and colege 
credt. For more Info. write: · Summer Work, P.O. Box 
1306, Mattoon , IL 61938. 
Please include nsne, address, 
&phone. ________ 4/12 
·Slrloln Stockade la now 
taking appllcatlonS for day 
,help . 
--.------:-.,,.--::-=-:,-4/25 Camp COUNSELORS wan­
ted tor private Michigan 
boys/girts unmer cwnps. 
Teach: SWlmmlng, canoeing, 
aalllng, waterskllng, rlflery, ar­
chery, tennis, golf. gym­
nastics, sports, camping , craf· 
ts, drwnatlcs, OR riding . Al80 
kitchen, office, maintenance. 
Salary $700 or more plus R&B. 
Marc Seeger, 1765 Maple; 
Northfield , IL 80093. 312· 
446-2444. 
Needed: 2 Roommates to 
stwe 2 bedroom apt. fll"· 
n lshed for 3 peo p l e .  · Fall/Spring. Call Brenda 345· 
1520. 
House cloae · to O'Brien. 
Available August 15. Six girls. 
345-5257. Ask for Tiln. ______ c-MWF-00 
________ 4/19 Sll"nmer leases. Reduced 
Female roommate wanted rates. Call 345-5257, Ask for 
school year 85-86. Apt. cloae Tim. 
to cwnpus. Call 227�. __
_
__ c-MWF-00 ________ 4/19 
f i For Rent 
Renting for 85-86 school 
year. Very nice furnished, 2 & 
3 bedroom houses. near can1-
�. no pets. Call 345-3148 · 
after 6 p.m. ________ 5/6 
Rent a mini storage as low as 
$20 a month. Great for motor· 
cycles, bicycles, etc. Cal 
345-7746. _________ 00 
Now renting for fall and 
. spring of '85 and '86, Ratt's 
Polk St. and Unlveralty apart­
ments; also for summer. 345· 
6115. 
--------�oo 
1 , 2 and 3 bedroom fur· 
nished apts. f or fall and spring. 
Summer 1 /2 price. Call 345· 
7171 from 10- 1 1and 5 ·7. _________oo 
Very large, tour bedroom , 
furnished, modem apt. for fall. 
Very close to cwnpus. For 4·6 
people. $600. Call 345-7171 
from 10-11 and 5·7. _________ oo 
RENT A MINI-STORAGE AS 
LOW AS $20 A MONTH . 
SIZE S FROM 4 x 12 UP TO 10 
x 30. AVAILABLE BY THE 
MONTH. CARLYLE RENTAL S 
345-7746. ________ .5/6 
A PARTM E N T S ,  
FUNI SHED/UNFURNI SHED, 
Men, 9th Street, also Madison 
Avenue. $60 and up. Summer 
month free . 345-41!l46. ________4/12 
One subleaser needed for 
sunmer. Gr.eat location and 
low rent. Call 348-1696. 
________ .4/12 
NEEDED: 2 sul:Jleasers for 
summer. Great apartment with 
A/C next t o Pizza Hut. Cal 
345-5435 before 10:30 a.m. 
or after 11 :00 p.m. ________ 4/19 
. 4 bedroom hooae for 6 
One and two-bedroom apst­
ments available for fall. Call 
345-5257. Ask for Tim. ______ c- MWF-00 
REGENCY APARTMENTS: 
Now leasing for sunmer and 
fall. 345-9105. 
--------�oo 
Cute, 2 bedroom apstmerlt 
for sll"Omer. Close to campus, 
lat.r1dry, A/C. Reduced rent. 
Call 348-8726. ________ 4/12 
Fll"nlshed houses 2 bdr. for 
2 or 3 people and a 3 bdr. for 3 
or 4 people. Deposit required. 
Phone after 11 a.m. 345· 
401oor 345-5016. 
--------�OO 
Great location!!! 3 females 
wanted to rent furnished house 
f or summer. $65 per month. 
Across from Tarble Arts Can-. 
ter. Call 348-0417 or 348· 
1614. ________ 4/12 
For Rent: furnished 2· 
bedroom mobile ·home. Call 
345-6052 ________ .4/12 
Two bedroom furnished 
apstment--CHEAP! Call 34�-
4802 after 6 p.m. ________ 4/12 
URGE NT: Su m m e r  
subleasers needed for un· 
believable large beautiful apart­
ment. AC and modernly fll"· 
nlshed. Great price and ex­
c ellent location. C all 5087 or 
5091. ________ 4/16 
Trailer for summer, 2·3 
people, rent negotiable . Call 
348-0928. 
--=------4/12 
WANTED: Subleaser for 
fall/spring. Nice, roomy house . 
AJr cond., washer & ,dryer, 
garage, low utHltles, & rent is 
only •115 per month. Call now! 







 4/29 people, 1 block "°"' Old Main . 
Fall-efficiency and 1 • 
bedroom apartments fur­
nished. Heat, water, garbage 
paid. $195-$210. 348-5627. ________.4112 
'7 Wanted 
NEEDED: Magician in­
terested In doing a magic show 
for April 26th. Contact Tsna at 
2147. ________ 4/12 
. ft ____ R_ oo_mma __ tes_ 
One female Christian room­
mate needed for fall/spring In a 
GREAT house right next to 
CIR gas stallon . Cell 348-
5697 or 581-2393. ________ 4/12 
Female summer subleaaer 
desperately needed for nice ·house on Polk St. Rent 
negotiable. 348-1587. ________.4/17 
After 5, call 348-8873. ________ 4/12 
SUMMER SUBLEASERS 
NEEDED-3 months. Cloee to 
cwnpus, A/C, dishwasher. 2 
pertlon , 2 bedroom apt. Olde 
Town. CHEAP. C&ll 581 · 
2991. ________ 4/19 
URGENT : SUBLEASERS 
NEEDED FOR SUMMER. 1 
bedroom fumlehed apt. A/C, 
water and garbage pd., 
$137.50 per peraon. 1431 
9th St., Apt. 4. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. Call345-7448. 
---------'4/12 
Excelent apstments fll"· 
nlshed, near cwnpus. Summer 
only. 345-2777. ________oo 
Sll"nmer sul:Jleasers needed 
for 2 bedroom fuml8hed apt. 
AC, fuml8hed, cloae to cwn· 
pus . 345-1663 after 7 p.m. ________.4/16 
Subleaser(s) needed for 
sunmer. 1 bdr. furnished, A/C. 
Good location . 348-0416. 
_______ _;4/17 
4-6 summer subleasers 
needed for spacious, two-story 
hou8e only 2 blocks INifl'f on 
6th Street. Perfect for 8U1lln8r 
too. Rent reaeonable. Cal 
348-7501. 
________ 4/15 
2 bedroom apartments for 4 
persons available for Fall. Fl.I"· 
nlahed, 1 % baths, walk-In· 
closets, A/C, dishwasher. Very 
nice. Call 345-2253 after 
5:00. ________ -4/1 9 
Su m m e r  Su b l ea s e r s  
needed-2 bdrm ., furnished 
apt., A/C, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer. Perfect for grad . 
students. 2-4 people. $292 
month plus utllltles. Call 345-
4965. ________ .4/12 ' · Women: Private rooms. 
Cooking, utHltles furnished. 
_$75/month. Fall and spring 
$125/month. 345-6253. 
-=---..,..------4/12 
Female Subleasers for 5/8 
week 88881on. Nice apt. with 
AC, dish washer, 1 Yr baths, 
laundry. CHEAP! 345-1691. ' 
4/16 
3 subleasers needed for 2 
bedroom apt. for sunmer w/ 
fall option. 2 blocks from Blair, 
AC, washer dryer. Call 345· 
1672. 
----.,..-----4/16 "THE NEIGHBORHOOD" 
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR 
S U M M E R .  Furnished 2 
bedroom apt. 2 00/IJ'lo-4 . 
people. Call Kim at 581-2 239. ________5/1 
Fall , spring, and summer 
leases. Two bedrooms. Easy 
walking distance to school. No 
pets. 345-9606. ________ -4/30 
Female Summer Subleaser 
needed. Own room, A/C, 
'200/entire summer plus 
phone and cable . Call Karen · 
348-5814. 
4/16 -O�L--D
--=T-:0:-W- N-E- -A P T .  
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR 
SUMMER $220/MO. CALL 
581 -5851. ________ 4/18 
1-2 Subleasers needed for 
summer apt. near campus, air 
conditioning, laundry. Low 
Price. Call Sue or Sandy. 345· 
2765. ________ 4/15 
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER. 
Available Immediately. 4 room 
furnished groood floor apst­
ment across from El Kracker&. 
Call 345-2414, 9·4, M·F, for 
info. Ask for Shirley. ________ ·4117 
Nice 5 bedroom furnished 
house for 6 girls. 1 block from 
campus with front porch. Call 
�or Diane at 348-5091. ' 4119 
3 bedroom house available 
June 1. 12 month lease. •150 











house 1 block from canipus for 
6 girts with front porch .. Call 
Angle or Diane at 348-5091. 
----------·4119 
CIWl'lpus Apartments. 3 BR 
for 3. $390/mo. Payment by 
sanester. Ten mo . lease . 
Parenta l  c o - s i g nature.  
1108/1114 4th. Look, then 
c all 345-2737. 
--------�00 
Large beautiful home 1 Yr 
blocks from cwnpus. RedllCed 
8ll"nmer rates. Av8ilable sum· 
mer, fall. 348-1654. 
4/19 
McARTHUR MANOR two 
bedroom apstments now ren­
ting for sunmer and fall. Air 
conditioning, electric heat . 
Phone 345-6544 or 345· 
2231. 
---------'4/12 
Two or three girls: Nice two· 
bedroom apstments. RENTAL 
SERVICES. 345-3100. ________4/12 
Large two·bedroom apst­
ments for summer. $125/mon· 
th. Call 345-2203. . ________oo 
SUM�ER SUBLE 
Large 2 story house 
1529 2nd (across from 
$60/mo. plus utHltles. 
Craig at 345-1690. 
FEMALE SUBLEASER 
t�y 12 t o A . 
$85/month, May paid. 
campus, furnished. 
Carole, 345-9764 or 
message. 
House for rent. 4 
Close,  c lean,  3 
washer/dryer, A/C. $1 1 
ea. 345-5525. 
· Very large three bedroom 
furnished apt. for up to 6 
people. For f all. Near Square. 
$360. Call 345-7171 from 
10·11 and 5-7. 
Apartments for swnmer 
Reasonable rent, one _________o.o bedrooms furnished. 2 
CARLYLE APTS: TWO east of cwnpus. C81 
BEDROOM FURNISHED AND 2784 after 5 :0 0 p.m. 
U N F U R N I S H E D  A P A R T· Gail. 
MENTS AVAILABLE FOR , --=-===-:-:--:::--:=!. 
FAl:L. RENT STARTING AT 
$ 2 8 0 / m o .  F O R  T W O  
PEOPLE. 947 4th St. and 
1305 18th St. 345· 77 46. ________5/6 
Available tor Fall : 2 bedroom 
� and 1 bedroom apartments; stove and refrigerator, water , and garbage pick-up furnished. ______ _, 
For more information and ap­
pointment call 543·2408. 
________ 4/15 
RENTAL SERVICES. Houses 
and apartments 2·4 bedrooms. 
Office located across from E.L. 
Krackers. 345·31 00. ________ 4/12 
1 bedroom apartments, 751-
6th 'St. $185- $2 20/mo . Call 
Han k at 348-814�. . ________ 4/18 
Urgent: Roommate needed 
for summer. Own bedroom, 
pool side apt. Call Joe; Bob at 
2655 or 2856. ________ 4/12 
URGENT-Subleasers need· 
ed for summer. SpaciouS 2 
bedroom furnished apt. Rent 
NEGOTIABLE! Call 345· 7 458. ' 4/12 
Univox Guitar. plays 
G. C. $125. Peavey 
months old, $150. 581 
1965 Ford Mustq 
vertlble, dark green-
289 C.I. VS engine, 
3-speed transm 
cellent condition-ell 




or black. Avai lable 






�ve J\t CR�c9 
--Offlclal Notices Offlclel Notices ere paid for through the Office University Relations. Questions concerning should be directed to that office. 
AllWA........., 
The Office of Flnancllil Aid 
i.a )uat received � 
from the Lone Elm Chapler of 
th e American BualnMa 
women·a Aaeoclallon. Thll 
acholaratilp Is oper'I to WIY 
women of any age needing 
flnlnclal 111l1tmice to further 
her education. The acholnhlp 
amount II $500. Applcatloi111 
can be obllllned In the Olllce of 
Flnancllil Aid, Eaat Wing, 
Student Servlcea Bulldlng. 
Dedrle for applying tpr thle 
llCholnhlp la Aprll 15, 1985. 
JohnFlym 
Director. Flnancllil Aid 
CoMtltutlon EuMlnatlon 
The Conatltutlon Examll IBtlon ' 
wll be given on lhnday, Aprll 
18, 1985, In the Grand 
Balroom . Reglater In peraon at 
Testing Servlcea, 208 Student 
servtcee Bullclng; bring your 
EIU ID and , If you .. retaking 
the exam, $2.00 for the fee.' 
The registration � for 
thle exam II Friday, April 12. 
If you fall to s- thle 
examklBtlon, you may repeat It 
aa many tlmea aa nee 1111:ry to 
s-. However, thle II the laat 
time the examklllitlon wll be of· 
fered thle .......  
H.C. Bartllng 
Director, Testing SeMcea 
Pre-Enrallnlent ....... ... 
A currently enrolled on­
CllnP'a atudent who i.a not 
yet aubmltted a pre-•lf'Ollment 
form for 1nter11111an. Summer, 
or Fii ahould pick up matertala 
by 3:00 p.m., FRl>AY. APAIL 
12 In the Regla tratlon 
Operation• Room (aouth 
b••ment McAfee). 
FRl>AY, APflL. 12 .a 3:30 
P. M. IS THE DEADLINE FOR 
SU BM ITT ING A PRE· 
ENROU.MENT FOAM FOR 
SUMMER. 




The Office of Rnanclal AJd 
has juSt received scholllnlhlp 
appllcatlon forms for the Elgin 
Rotary Club which offers a 
$2,000 annual schollnhlp 
renewable for a aecond year to 
any realdent within Elgin or 
South Elgin who 'wll be en­
tering their Jwllor year .. .  ful. 
time student. Applcdon fonna 
may be obtained In the Office 
of Flnanclal Aid, Upper Level 
East Wing, Student Services 
Bulldlng. Deadllne for applying 
for this scholanlhlp la May 31 • 
1985. ' 





Studenta' who wll have 60 
semeeter houra completed 
AND all. five of the followlng 
courses completed-ACC 
2100, ACC 2150, 
MGT 2460, MGT 21 
a- grade of C or 
beginning for Fii 
1985 may now 
mlaalon to the 
Business (Blair Hiii 
Fall Semester, 1986. 
to pre-enroll In IJPPll'. 
bualness claaeea, 
the College of 
required. Deadline 




Classified ads . Report enora .........  ..., at U1-11 .2. A OOl'NOt ad ... ...... ... .. ..... ..... ... ........ . mnnal be i-..111 llle fGr •n lnoarreol ad .,._  ltll ,... .. ........... Deadllne 2 p.m. ....... .. 1 9  
For Sale 0 ii /.': ______ _ Lost/Found �·; Announcements ·� Announcements � '  Announcements <}} Announcements 
TO FURNISH AN 
ENT? HAVE CHEST 
RAWE R S ,  D E S K ,  
, ANO MORE! CALL 
AYS BETWEEN 7 p.m.  
O p.m. 348-7735 . 
_____ _;__•4/19 
size refrigerator. $60. 
condition. 581-3040 
1 0:00 p.m. 
�-:----,.--�4/12 
Biz� brown carpeting 
bin paddlng-$35 .00. 
-5884 after 6 :00 p.m. 
=-..,.-------'4/17 
Mustang, Sll'l roof, 
Cassette. Phone 348· 
�-=-.,....,..�-::-:,--4/12 Buick L:'eSabre, ex· 
condition, very sharp . 
348-7503. 
,._,.--:--:-....,.-......,--....:4/12 
Moped with baskets, 
for trips to the store. 
condlton. $200. Call 
1 396 after 5 p.m.  
�,.,.-,.-:,.,.-,.----'4/ 1 2 
Magic Chef microwave 
$ 1 50.00. Also Cobra 
e r h e t  F u z z b u s t e r ,  
.00. Phone 3 45 -151 8, 
Steve. 
��-,::::---,..,-- ·4/15 . 360 '7 4 Honda, ex­
condition , .  great for 
. Only $400 . Call Ma 
7501 . 
=-=-:-:-�--�41 12 74 Olds Omega, $150 or 
offer. 258·603 4 after 
�-�---·4/15 
d Cwpeting for sale. 
condltior! . Cell 581 • 
lfter 7:00 p.m.  ---�--4/15 
Ford Courier, Topper, 
' 1 500. 345·9164. 
!:':°:::--'."---:'.""""'."".,.----'4/ 1 2 8 Pinto-tt. blue, no rust , .p .g . $1 , 750 .00. Phone 
97 after 6:00 p.m. 
-.,,,------..:4/12 
Components for sale. 
60 watt speakers • 1 tum table automatic 
1 receiver 20 0 watt 
$150 . Ask for LM'lce, 
___ 4/12 
Lost/F9und 
. Royal Blue Eastern 
Jacket with Gray zip-up . 
sweatsh irt. The nmne 
embroidered In white 
across the left chest. 
If found . Cell 58 1 • 
--.,.....-..,-- ---'4/12 
1 key between softball 
. 1 5  and Andrews. If 
cmt2951. 
4/12 o:-:-::Clvl�l 7Ubertl-::---::-es--:-book- in 
n 203 April 1. 
. Cell 581 ·3486 or 
93. 
BRIAN LAFAVE: Pick up 
your check at the Daily Eastern 
News office. 
_______ __;4/1 6 
Lost: Gray purse left In 
library Lecture Hall , April 9th, 
at 7 :50 p.m. If found PLEASE 
call Bev at 348 ·8239. 
____ _ _ __ 4/16 
Found: Cute male yellow cat 
about one yeer old In frorit of 
Ctlrmen on 4/10/85 . Call 345· 
5214 and ask for Bob or leave 
message. 
________ 4/1 t� 
<}} Announcements 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Birthright cares. Free testing. 
348· 551, Monday-Friday, 
9:00 5 :00 p.m. 
__, _______ 5/2 
El SHUDO·KAN KARATE 
CL B is starting new classes 
· st ·ng Apr. 8. Only $5 for the 
re t of the year. Times: 3 to 4 
4 Jo 5 on McAfee Gym 
age. Call John 5517 . 
1-- ------4/ 1 2  
The TRIAD MOCK WEDDING 
is April 2 1 , 1985 at 4:00 p.m. 
in Triad F'ood Service. The 
Council would like to invite 
you.  A reception will follow. ________4/12 
My husband and I are in· 
terested in adopting an infant. 
If you know of anyone who is 
considerln�!:;lng a chHd for 
adoption call 1 ·217 . 
446· 7 489 collect. 
--------..,.-4,12 
2nd Annual Spring Charity 
Softball ToU'Tlameat Spon­
sored by the EIU Knights of . 
Columbus. For information and 
entry forms contact Jim 5698, 
Paul 2439 or Mike at 345· 
376 1 . 
____ ______ 4/12 -
lt's TIME for a change. Vote 
TIME. Vote Wed . ,  April 17. 
Paid fo r  b y  Gail Redeker. 
________ 4/12 
Zing Into Spring with Noble's 
fantastic sweetheart rose 
special. $8.95 per dozen. Cell 
today . 345· 7007. Noble 
Flower Shop , 5 th & Jefferson. ________4/12 
-car Wash, all day Saturday, 
April 13th, Old Main Msathon . 
$2/ car. Sponsored by Phi Mu 
Alpha Sinfonia. ________ 4/12 
We are interested in adop­
ting an infant. If you know of 
anyone placing a child for 
adoption, please call collect 
312 /677 -2705 after 7 p.m. 
__ __ _ __ _ 4 /24 
KATRIN PROHASKA-Have 
a great weekend! Love, Your 
Phi Sig Secret Sia. 
--=---....,...-:::"'.""'."-:-_,..,-4/12 SUE BEUKEMA-Live it up 
this weekend! LOVE, YOUR 
PARTYING Secret Sia. 
__ _ _ __ _ __ 4/12 
JON and RICH HOOSER: 
B e st of l u c k  d u r i n g  
cheerteedlng tryouts! I 'm 
behind you all the way! I AGS 
Love, MICHELLE. 
___ _ _ _ _ _ 4/12 
MMER/FALL HOUSING 
Plntetree • Olde Towne • Heritage 
Youngstown• • Lincolnwood 
• 1 -2-3 or 4 bedroom units 
•Dishwashers 
•Swimming Pools 
•Low Utlllty ams · • 3-month summer lease 
•9-month fall  lease · 
When only the best ·wm do! 
Professional Management & Maintenance 
Offices at : 9 1 6 Woodlawn 
Phone: 345-2520 or 345-2363 
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFO 
Vote -JOE O'MERA for At 
Large Senator. Paid for by 
Chuck Mccann. ________ 4/12 
What's all this? Nip Z. 
Russell .DUI Rockford Barns 
and the Stomach Pumps are 
playing at Page One? Tonight? 
Veen! Somebody better stop 
this. ________ 4/12 
Scrub your hair, slap on 
some deodorant, and then � 
see DUI at Roe's if you feel like . 
it. 
-------=------'.""'.""""'_4/12 JAME HOWE-Hope you 
have a fantastic 23rd B· 
Day!-ALWAYS! 
________ 4/12 
Sig Taus: GET PSYCHED! 
_______ ..,,._.4/12 
THE JUSTICE LEAGUE. 
Paid for by The Justice 
League. ________ .4/12 
It's TIME for a change. Elect 
Ann Hasara Financial Vice 
President. April 1 7 .  Paid for by 
Students for Floyd Akins. ________4/17 
It's TIME for a change. Vote 
GIGI Kupsche for Executive 
Vice President, April 1 7 . Paid 
by Dan Palicka. 
�-------·41 1 7 · It's TIME for a change. Paid 
by Karen Kupsche. ________ 4/17 
Elect JIM MUELLER your 
Residence Hall Student 
Senator. Punch 3 April 1 7 . 
Paid for by Jim Mueller. ________4/1 7  
Vote Time Party April 1 7 .  
John Durante Senator at large. 
Paid for by John Durante. ________4/17 
Sect . MIKE ASHACK for 
B.0.G.  April 17 and don't 
forget the TIME. Paid for by 
Scott Franzgrote. ________ .4/17 
ALL GIRLS INTERESTED IN 
FORMAL FALL RUSH: Sign 
ups will be next week. Watch 
for details. The Women of 
Panhel . ________ 4/12 ' 
Doonesbury 
. AFS rummage sale Friday, 
4/12 from 9 a.m.·6 p.m.  Sat. ,  
4/1 3 from 9 a.m . · 1 2 noon . 
Clothing of all sizes, old 
fashioned trunk, vintage 
ciothing . ; st Presbyterian 
Church , comer 7th & Madison . 
Bargaining Galore. ________ .41 2 
The movie "Temple · of 
Doom" will be showing on 
Friday, April 12 at 6 :30 and 9 
in the Grand Ballroom. Ad­
mission is $1 .00 . ________ 4/12 
He Sig Kaps-You are doing 
a great job with Greek Sing. I 
really appreciate your hard · work. Don't forget our special 
4 o'clock club this afternoon . 
Love, Jennifer. ________ 4/ 1 2  
SIGMA PIS:The hut may 
have been cold but thanks for 
another OUTSTANDING func· 
tion! Love, The Alpha Garns. ________4/12 
LAMBDA CHIS: Good Luck 
on Sing and in the Games! 
We're sure you'll be great. 
Love, Your Secret Sorority. ________4/1 2 
R H O N D A  L E AT H E R S :  
Thanks so much for al l  the hard 
work you've put into Greek 
Sing.  We'll make you proud on 
Sunday. Love, Your Alpha Gan 
Sisters. ________ 4/ 1 2 
For QUALITY leadership 
elect BARRY SHAWGO for 
BOG representative. Vote for 
quality on April 17 th. Paid for 
by Students for Qu&lity. ________4 /12 
Karen Bslow-Congratulati· 
ons and good luck with the 
ttomecoming Committee . 
Have a good weekend. The 
Twinkies. P.S.  You too, Linda! ________4/ 1 2 
WATCH OUT GREEKS. THE 
SIG TAUS ARE GOING TO 
DOMINATE. ________ 4/ 1 2  
Learn the real meaning of 
Christmas with DUI, Friday at 
Page One. ________ 4/12 
DOTTIE DECKER: Well Hon , 
here we go again. Let's hope 
we make it in one piece. 
Ha!Ha! Here's to a great formal 
and I'm sure we'll enjoy. Love, 
Your fav. Sig Tau, John.  ________4/12 
Buy a Pike, at the Pike auc· 
tion Saturday 4/27 . ________ 4/12 
We buy. sell , trade & make 
loans on stereos, guns, gold, 
diamonds, & most anything of 
value. Charleston Pawn Shop, 
1 448 9th St. 34 8,121 4.  
_______ __ 4/17 
Vote QUALITY ! Elect KIM 
SWANSON for Executive Vice 
President. Paid by Kim Swan· 
son . ________ 4/ 1 7  
Meet ·the People who write 
t h o s e  d u m b  a d s  f o r  
DUI-Friday. ________ 4/ 1 2 
PARROT HEADS-Buffett 
Party at Fats. Music , Roman­
ce, and the Volcano Dance. 
9 : 45 pm Saturday, April 
1 2-Your Cruise Master. ________4/ 1 2  
PHI SIGS: Thanks· for a great 
housewarming party . The 
house looks TERRIFIC! Good 
luck with Greek Week! Love, 
the DELTA ZETAS. 
____ _____ 4/12 
PIKES: Hope you all have a 
great W'9kend! Good luck with 
the Greek Games! Love, Your 
Secret Sorority . ________ 4/ 1 2  
DELTA ZETAS: Let's have 
ourselves a fantastic STA TE 
DAY! Naperville-here we 
come! 
---�----·41 1 2 
The ladiea of DEL TA ZETA 
would like to wish all sororities 
and fraternities the best of luck 
in Greek Sing! · ________ 4/ 1 2  
Ken Schroeder-You've 
done a great job with Greek 
Sing! Love ya, Laura & Helen. ________4/12 
Have a QUALITY weekend. 
Pd. for by Quality. ________ 4/12 
To the men of . PHI SIGMA 
EPSILON: Best of luck during 
Greek Week. I'll be there all 
week to support you 1 00%. 
All my love, Your Sweetheart, 
Maureen. ________ 4/ 1 2 
Flog .the Dolphin with DUI at 
Roe's. ________ 4/1 2 
Lois Morsch: Thanks for all 
. your help and hard work as 
booklet secretary Bob anc 
Joni . _____ __ 4, 1 2  
HEY CHRISSY LARSEN 
Have a great weekend We'll 
see ya tonite1 Love, Your 
SECRET SIS. _______ 41 1 2  
Sir Robert: You'll !31ways be 
my White Knight . and doooon't 
you forget it !  With ALL my 10 ... e. 
Your lady in Black. __ ______ 4 1 1 2 
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Bruce. Sue c . . �y. & Sue 
S.-You guya we doing a greet 
job as the GREEK WEEK 
EXECS! Thanks for all your 
help!! The Greek Week Chair· 
men. 
_
______ _,4/1 2 
Inter Fraternity Council wish 
all Greeks the best of luck 
during Greek Glwnes. Have fun 
and make thls one the best one 
· yet. 
, _  
4/1 2 -
K-1 M--'--,-S
_W_A_N_S-:--::-0-:-N:-- f o r· 
Executive Vice President. Vote 
QUALITY! Paid by Kim Swan­
son. 
---...,.-,-----:-4/1 2 
SIG .KAPS: Always feel fike 
someone's watching you? 
Well, it's us! Get ready for 
Greek . Week! · ·  Your Secret � Fraternity. · 
----�---4/1 2  
SIGMA Pl: Phi Sigma Sigma 
ilJ psyched for a SIGNsational · function! : · 
-----=-___,-4/1 2  · Kathy Roby: Thanks for all of 
your hard work· during Greek 
. Sing! Love, Your Tri-Sigma 
Sisters. 
.------__..,,.-4/1 2 
. Phi Glwnma Nu-Get • p-
syched • for Spring · Bslquet 
tomorrow. It's going to be a 
·crazy time! 
---,--- -,.---......:411 2 
PEL TS: Get . psyched for 
Greek Weeki It wlH be fan­







TAUS-Today's the day to 
find your date to the Kidnap 
Kegger don't be late. We'll 
drink aid laugh and have some 
fun, -and pwty tit we see the 
sun! EIU MEN- BE READY TO 
BE KIDNAPPED TONIGHT! ________4/1 2  
Elect QUALITY leadership. 
Steve HogM for Fhwlclal Vice 
Pt�t. Vot QUALITY April 
1 7, ·Palcl for by steve Hogai. 
________ 4/1 6  
DUI will n.n the lawn mower 
over MY Baby Snakes It spots 
at, oh, say ten-ish. 
--.,,..---..,---=--4/1 2 
Kim Swanson for Executive 
Vice President .  Vote 
QUALITY! Paid by Kim Swan· 
Son. 
- 4/1 7  
Feel Unappreciated? DUI will 
make you feel worse if you 
come to Page One Friday. ________4/1 2 
Join DUI tor· a zany escalator 




__ ......:4/-1 2  · BETH PRICE: Congrats on 
getting cheerleadingl The 
brothers of Delta Chi are very 
proud of you! · ________ 4/1 2 
Open a whole new can of . 




_ 4/1 2 
TAMMARA and TISHA: 
Thank you for your support and 
help. Without you , we wouldn't 
have made it! Lynne, Ed, Deb 
& Marty . 
_
_______ .4/1 2 
USA MILLNER : Thanks for 
being the unity secretary. You 
are doing such a great job. 





The best excuse for con· 






_ 4/1 2 
KAREN CATION: Happy Bir­
thday honey. Hope your 20th 
is a great one. Love you 
llJways, Matt. 
-------'---4/1 2 
TURN A FROWN UPSIDE 
DOWN. Give the FTD "Pick­
Me-Up" bouquet. Brightly 
colored bouquet, attractively 
arranged in rainbow mug, ao­
companied with matching rain­
bow bag . Phone 345-
7007-Noble's Flower Shop. 
______ c-M, F-00 
Get ready Pike auction 
coming up ! 
_______ c-4/1 2 
To the wamen of Alpha Glwn­
ma Delta: Your Secret Frater­




To the men of PHI SIGMA 
EPSILON-Have a fantastic 
week. We can't wait to see you 
do great during Greek Week. 
Love, Your Secret Sorority. 
_______ c-4/1 2 
FLOYD AKINS for Student 
Body President. Vote T. l .M.E. 
Wednesday, April 1 7 . Pd. for 
by the TIME pwty. ________ 4/1 7 
FLOYD AKINS for Student 
Body President. Vote T. l .M.E.  
Wednesday, April 1 7 . Pd. for 
by Brenda C. Smith. 
_
_
______ .4/1 7 
FLOYD AKINS for Student 
Body President. Vote T.l .M.E.  
Wednesday, April 1 7 .  Pd. for 
by the TIME pwty. 
__
_
_____ 4/1 7 
Hey Sororltles/Fratemities. 
Nominate your favorite person 
for Mr. & Mrs. Nice Guy/Gal 
EIU. Sign up this week! Call 
348-8267 or 5 8 1 -54 1 9 . 
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi. 
________ 4/1 2 
Best of luck during Greek 





_ 4/1 2 
-
CINDY: Thia will be a 
weekend to remember, 




_ 4/1 2 
BRIDGET BLOOM-Thanks 
so much for all the hard work 
you put into our committee. 
Your "promptness" wHI always 
be remembered: Tracy and 
Dan . ________ 411 2 
All girls intersted in Fall 85 
Formal Rush: Sign ups will be 
held April 1 5- 1 9 . in the Union 








0.,._F_.F.._E.._R:-'.Co-::A M P :  
CONGRATULATIONS on en­
tering the honorary Order of 
Omega. Love, the Tri Sigs. 
---:-:-- ---:-- 4/ 1 2 
TRl-SIGS wish all Fraternities 
and Sororities Gook Luck in 
Greek Sing . 
----�---4/1 2 
G I G I  K U P S C H E  f o r  
Executive Vice President Vote 
Time, April 1 7 . Paid for by Tom 
Kupsche. ________ 4/1 7 
. Carolyn, Karla and Tisha: 
Thanks a whole bunch for all 
your devotion as . our Greek 
Sing directors! We'll have Fun , 
Fun, Fun , 'til we sweep their 
hearts away. Love, Your Alpha 
Phi Sisters. 
Alpha Phis get psyched for a 
fl.fl-filled evening with our fan· 
tastlc dates at the AK Coral. 
----=-- ---·411 2 
Ash and Tubby Beware-To 
the kidnap keggar you wlH go, 
How we'll find you we don't 
know, With cuffs and guns 
we'll be there, When · you're 
wet remember all is fair. Love, 
Your favorite Taus. ________ 4/1 2 
Pike Pledges: · GREAT job 
with I-week. Hang in ·there! 
Love, Usa. 
_____
___ _ 4/1 2  
Hey Sororities/Fraternities: 
Nominate your favorite person 
for Mr . & Mrs. Nice Guy/Gal 
EIU . Sign up this weekl Call 
348·8267 or 581  ·541 9 .  
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi. 
_
_______ 4/1 2 ' 
To the men of Lambda Chi 
Alpha: Good luck at Greek Sing 
and during all of Greek Week. 
Show them all that you ere the 
best! Love, Your number one 
fan.t:lld.sweetheart, Paulette. ________4/1 2 
ANGIE REDA-You have 
been a great secretary for our 
Greek Week committee!  
Thanks a ton! Love, Steve & 
Denise. 
--------'4/1 2 
Vote CHUCK McCANN for 
Bo(ird of Governor Rep. Paid 
for by Chuck McCann. ____ ....:4/1 2 




Ad to read : 
Under classification of : 
Dates to run ________ _ 
Student? D Yes O No ( please check one) 
CLASSIFtED AD INFORMATION 
COST: 1 4 cents per word first day . 1 0 cents per word each consec 
day thereafter (minimum 10 words) .  Student rate is half price and ad MU 
be paid for in advance. 
PLEASE : no checks for amounts less than $1 . 00 . 
PLEASE print neatly . [)pn't use Greek symbols . 
Fill out this fofm and C,ut out from newspaper. Place ad and money 
envelope and deposit in ttie News drop-box in the Union by 2 p.m. 
business day before it is to, run.  During the summer semester the News 
be published Tuesdays and Thursdays only . 
Ads .may be submitted in person by coming to the News office, locate 
the Buzzard Education Building , North Gym. Office hours are 8 : 00 a .m .  
4 : 30 p.m.  Monday through Friday . 
Legitimate Lost & Found ads are run FREE for three days , but dates 
run must be specified . There is a l imit of 1 5 words per ad . 
All political ads MUST contain the words "Paid for by" and the name 
the person/organization paying for the ad . No political ad can be run wit · 
this information. 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
in bad taste . 
· · \ 
Method of payment : 
For QUALITY leadership 
elect BARRY SHAWGO for 
BOG representative. Vote for 
quality on April 1 7th . Paid. for 
by QUALITY. ________ 4/1 2 
OCash. DC heck (please check one) 
Tom Koranek: You gonna 
get Monkey Drunk? I think so! 
You gonna be a penguin? I 
think not! Happy Birthday. 
Love. �y. ________ 4/ 1 2 
Kris(?) Keplar. 
Blrthday{Aprll 1 3) .  
have a great 
weekend. We'll party 
get back. Your 
Short of cash ? 
DO N.' T  PANIC ! 
Use the Dai ly Easter� . News 
Classified ads 
to sel l those unwanled items 
Inside 
3 Page One Tavern has an upbeat new 
mural by an upbeat new artist. 
5 Find out how likely the School of 
Business ls to get a new business 
facility. 
Th• Weekend Supplement to th• Daily Eastern News I Charleston, I l l .  61 920 I Section Two, 8 Pages 
WE"LC.oM6 . TO . -nte: 
Business 
Zone 
SUR£ , B A GE) I 
I N VES T I N N o L O A'V M V TU Y-\L-F v NDS. 
Uege of Business working toward accreditation 
�azzt 
's College of Business Is cur­
ng toward gaining accredita­
flrst time. 
k we'll be ready within two 
the most," said Ted Ivarie ,  
e College of Business. 
, after meeting the standards 
for accreditation, lvarie said 
be a waiting period of approx­
o years. 
because no major changes can 
be made In the program Immediately 
prior to applying, lvarte said. The 
waiting period Is so the program can 
"show stability" and prove it's capable of 
malntalrilng a high standard of quality, 
he added. 
lvarie said Eastern has been "gradual­
ly building the program of the necessary 
Ingredients" set by the American 
�mbly of Collegiate Schools of 
Business. 
· 
The "Accreditation Council Policies; 
Procedures and Standards" guide lists 
requirements that must be accomplish­
ed before a College of Business can be 
eligible for accreditation. 
Eastern has already filled many of the 
requirements and Is working on the re­
maining ones, lvarie said. He added 
that consultants visit Eastern annually to 
review progress. 
lvarle pointed out that achieving ac­
creditation will add a lot of prestige to 
the School of Business. 
"There are some 600 Schools of 
Business in the U.S.  About 230 are ac­
credited," lvarie noted. 
However, lvarie said the the College 
of Business Is not seeking accreditation 
just for the sake of being accredited. 
"Our end goal Is a quaJlfy program. 
Accreditation ls a by-product," lvarie 
said. "Accreditation Is a signal to the 
world that you have that quality.;, 
.l 
t 
I . .. 
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I Churches r Movies i Unlvenl� Baptist Church Protocol � · Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  at Showings at 7 :05 and 9 :05 p . m � Fri-& 1505 Seventh St. day and Saturday. Sunday at 2 and 
! Flnt Baptlst Church . 7 : 30 p . m. at Will Rogers. Rated PG . ... Services will be held at 9 :30 a . m .  and Witness 
; ·  6 p . m .  at 2800 Universlty Dr. Showings at 7 and 9 : 15 p . m .  Friday r Christian Campus Fellowship and Saturday. Sunday at 2 and 7 : 30 
! Services will be held at 10:30 a . m .  at · p . m .  at Will Rogers .  Rated R .  ... 223 1 Fourth St. This week's sermon will · Police Academy 2 
be "What Do God and Rodney Danger- Showings at 5: 10,  7 : 10 and 9 : 10 
field Have in Common?" p . m .  Friday and Saturday . Sunday at 
Wesley Un!ted Metho41st Church 5 : 10 and 7 : 10 p . m .  at Cinema 3 in 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  a . m .  Mattoon. Rated PG- 13.  
at  2206 S.  Fourth St .  This week's ser- · Care Bears Movie 
mon will be "Believing is Seeing. "  Showings a t  5 p . m .  Friday . Saturday 
First Presbyterian Church and Sunday at 2 and 5 p. m .  at Cinema 
Services will be held at 10:30 a . m .  at 3 in Mattoon . Rated G .  
31 1 Seventh St. Cat's Eye 
, lmmanual Lutheran Church _ Showings at 5 :05 ,  7 : 05 and 9 : 05 · 
Services will be held at 8 : 15 and p . m .  Friday and Saturday .  Sunday at 
. 10:45 a . m .  at 902 Cleveland . 2 :05 , 5 : 05,  and 7 : 05 p . m .  at Cinema 3 
Heritage�Chapel Church of Christ in Mattoon . Rated PG-13. 
Services will be held · at 10 :30 a . m . . Fraternity Vacation 
and 6 : 30 p . m .  at 917 Woodlawn Dr . Showings at 7 and 9 p . m .  Friday and . 
Unitarian-Unlversallst Fellowship Saturday . Sunday at 7 p . m .  at Cinema 
Services will be held at 10: 30 a . in . at 3 in Mattoon . Rated. R .  
· 
1602 1 1th St. Mask 
Newman Community Showing at 7 and 9: 15 p. m .  Friday 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  a . m .  and Saturday . Sunday a t  4:45 and 7 
at Buzzard Auditorium .  p . m .  at Time i n  Mattoon . Rated PG- 13.  
Trinity Episcopal Church 
Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  at Sports 
22nd St. a.nd Western Avenue in Mat-
Baseball toon . 
Music 
Ted's Warehouse 
Whiskey Jack will be playing Friday 
and Clockwork Orange on Saturday at · 
9 : 30 p . m .  
S� ----
Editor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lisa Albarran 
Assistant . . . . . . . . Michel le Muel ler 
Photo editor . . . . . . . .  Micheal Sitarz 
Art director . . . . . . . . . . .  Chris Toles 
Copy desk . . . . .  fv1argret Shellander, 
Judy Weidman · . 
The men's baseball team will host 
SIU-Edwardsville at 1 p . m .  Saturday at 
Monier field. 
Baseball 
The men's baseball team will host St . 
Louis at 1 p . m .  Sunday at Monier field . 
·�·--------
This week's . cover of The Verge 
shows the wheeling and dealing of the 
. business world . 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
- - WANTED -
The Daily Eastern News 
and The Warbler need photographers . 
* No e_xperience necessa.ry * 
/ 
ALL·YOl) NEED IS 
· THE ·DESIRE TO 
LEARN 
Photo meeting Mondays at 6:00 in the 
Warbler Office , Buzzard Bldg. For . 
more info. call Mike 581-2815 
. 
FREE 
Fl ip'n' Fi lEf/15 
Buy 10 floppies 
' and stop worrying · 
about dust storms, 
lint attacks, 
or the bends. 
SS. DD. PH $24.50 
OS, DD. PH $34.50 
(0th�•• Also Available) 
in� ("� 
""""""" m,1r\.""d. pw.i!rtgp tJf 1(1.') . 
3M dr.:i.rn-
�. 
With. purchase of five (5) Flip' n '  File get a 
FREE 3M Diskette Head Cleaning Kit 
($1 5.00 value) 
MAIL OR PHONE ORDER: 
nll · l l •nn ws COMI'( !Tl·'R SI 'l'l'I } ' 
Ti me tor a Chang 
Floyd ·Aki ns 
Student Body Presid 
GiGi  Ku psche 
Executive Vice Presiden 
An n Hasara 
Fi na ncia l V ice Presiden 
M i ke Ashack 
Board of Governors Rep 
Joh n Dura nte 
Stljdent Senator At-Large 
Jim Lall 














Paid for by Students for F 
· .>  
Drawing's theme is 'people are scum ' - i 
in Page One Tavern 's unique mural J 
Constance relaxes in front the mural he is drawing 
One Tavern, 410 Sixth Street. (News photo by Sue 
by Sue Grady 
A young man stands at the top of the stairs at 
Psige One Tavern . He is dressed in blue jeans and a 
T-shirt . A Rosary swings from his neck. 
With a pencil in one hand and a cigarette in the 
other, the day begins for sophomore Chris Con­
stance . His pencil breaks, he screams, "Bah 
sacrilege . "  
For three weeks Constance has been working on 
what will be a 25 by 8 foot mural . Constance said 
he is now working on a giant wrestler, King Kong 
Bundy. 
With each stroke of the pencil Constance stops, 
stands back , and laughs at what he has drawn . 
"This guy's so ugly , it's hard to draw, "  he noted . 
Along with the wrestler,  Constance is drawing 
three punks dancing at the mural's far end and a 
man holding a shot gun above his head with the 
caption , "Where's my daughter?" 
Dave Harris , Page One's manager , said Con­
stance began the project when he suggested the 
idea. Harris said he had seen the work Constance 
had done at home and wanted something similar 
done at the bar . 
Since that time,  Constance has been given a 
budget to work with . Harris takes responsibility for 
Constance's work . 
"I have total control, complete power, and I love 
it!" Harris said . 
· 
. He added that he is trying to establish an upbeat 
. atmosphere for progressive bands and f eh Con­
stance?s mural would help establish this mood . 
2844 • 345-2844 • 345-2844 • 345-2844 • 345-2844 � 345-2844 • 345 
CAESAR'S 
BIG TENSpecial 
order a large pizza 
Single ingredient only 
. for $7. 85 
and receive a 10 pack of cola 
"th the big 10 football schedules 
tt,�� o�/,. . i 
n ..V Cf' 
L. "'{a � q.s't �/,· � 
Acknowledge J'e.r ::: 
upon ordering . � 
. U1 
• 345-2844 • 345-2844 • 345-2844 • 345-2844 • 345-2844 • ' 345.�  
SAS & FMA .. 
PIG ROAST 
·saturday, April 1 3 · 
2:0Q-1 0:00 p.m • 
. Fox Ridge 
$2.00 Member 
$5.00 Non-member 




Constance is not an· art major.  However, he did ! explain how he became inspired to draw. 
"I saw a !!trip joint in East St. Louis that had an � : ugly naked lady drawn on the side of the bar,"  � 
Constance said . > "a "And I didn't have enough money for posters, so � 
I began drawing on walls ,"  he added . · � 
Constance said there is some method to his : 
madness . He begins by sketching the character with g: 
a pencil , then outlining it with a marker and paints, 
and finishes the art by outlining again , he said . 
Constance said his ideas come from cartoons 
and real people . He added that he never knows 
what he · is . doing from day to day and "it all 
depends on what I feel like doing. "  
The result of Constance's work is a bizzare maze 
of grotesque characters involved in violent acts . 
His art is humorous and at the same time horrify­
ing . Nonetheless it cnnnot be called tasteless for 
Constance believes he is making a statement. He 
sums up his drawing in three words, "people are 
scum" . 
As for future projects , Constance said he would 
. like to make enough money to pay for a tour for his · 
band , the Stomach Pumps . He added that he 
-would also like to possibly "get into a matchbook art 
school where you have to draw Snuffy the clown to 
get in . "  
Until then Constance plans to finish his mural . 
He ends the interview with an evil grin . "I'm already 
more famous than DaVinci . The Verge never inter­
viewed him for anything. "  · 
t 
t 
t ; Organization Business �rganizationsoffer I i 
. 
. · · to benefit interested studen 
f - ·  
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Above, Bruce McDonald, a representative 
General Electric, speaks. Left, senior Susan Cross gets 
information from junior Chris Crusen at the Delta 
by Jeanne Patten�on 
When a group · of 17 students get together for · a 
brainstorming session ,  the outcome can be either fan­
tastic or fatal.  
Last year studerit members of the Deans' Student 
Advisory Committee developed the idea for a week 
devoted to the School of Business . 
Sigma Pi table. Both acti · 
Ball room Wednesday a 
Week. (News photos by 
'Business Week '85 Ex 
Phi Gamma Nu and De 
"Our main purpose 
project a professional i 
involved , "  Julie GosneD 
said . .  "Members partic 
tivities like tours of state 
) � 
"Student organizations involved with Business 
Week have done a tremendous job implementing pro­
grams, scheduling events as - well as taking care of all 
the publicity , "  Ted lvarie , Dean of the School of 
Business, said . 
Two professional fraternities contributing to 
Business�s visited in 
members included· M 
I l l . . and the IBM buildin 
"Taking advantage 
beneficial tq business 









. . , � 
UALITY 
WEEKEND! 
Paid for by Students for Quality 
on the canipus of Eastern I l l inois U n iversity 
Charleston, I l l i nois 
Apri l -
26, 27,· 28 
featuring 
The A ir Force Band of Mid-America 
Big Twi$t and the Mellow Fellows 
The Indiana University German Band 
The �atherine Dunham Dance Company 
"Spoon River A nthology" 
and the 
Jacqueline eennett-bancers 
Also: Children 's A ctivities 
Sponsored by the EIU . College of Fine Arts . 
Supported in part by the Il l inois Arts. Coun 
- COME - CELEBRATE 
ber, said . 
ours give members. the opportunity 
rve the workings of a major com­
on a day to day basis , "  Foley said . 
ally helps students know what to 
when preparing for an inter-
arie said , "Organizations like Phi 
ma Nu and Delta Sigma Pi provide' 
I point for students not only while 
are attending college but upon 
uation professional members can 
in the networking process as 
ts enter the job market, "  Ivarie 
by Michelle Mueller 
Although one-third of the students at 
Eastern are enrolled in business 
courses, the College of Business has no 
f aciljty of Its own and must cope with 
crowded classes spread all over cam­
pus. 
Because of this , there are tentative 
plans to build a �ew facility that· could 
house the entire College of Business · 
under one roof. 
"One of the problems is the faculty 
have to teach in six different buildings, "  
Ted Ivarie , Dean of the College of 
Business , said . 
Martin Angell , an accounting in- · 
structor , sai� that because of this pro­
ble m ,  "the faculty don't really get to in-
lta Sigma Pi has the largest alum- teract. "  
embers hip of any professional "Another problem w e  have is the 
ity �" Senior Mike Harper , presi- . number of rooms we have . priority 
of Delta Sigma Pi said . . over ,"  Ivarie said . 
embers are encouraged to join Ivarie noted that business has prioritY 
ional chapter in the area they over only four classrooms in Coleman , 
e to work , "  he added . and although they have control of all of 
rper believes that one of the big- Blair , there are only · 1 1 classrooms in 
advantages in becoming involved the building. 
wdent organization is the exposure Jerry Geisler, chairman of the 
ned through public speaking. marketing and management depart-
As a member you have the oppor- ment, said overcrowding is "really , real­
to hold several offices throughout · ly bad . Our big .problem · now Is our 
college career and by doing so you . classroom space . "  He noted . that the 
lop a strong level of confidence school has 100 sections of classes a 
speaking in front of a large semester. 
p," he added . Ivarie said , "We have a a problem 
elta Sigma Pi is like a small cor- with officli! space , particularly Blair . We 
tion . By participating in offices and have a serious problem with that in the 
manships members can develop advisement center, "  Ivarle said . 
communication skills mandatory in Ivarie added the. college has had an 
business world today, "  Harper said . overcrowding problem since the 1970's. 
he main purpose of 'Business "Nationally , the School of Business 
k '85 Excellence in Business' . is to has been growing three times as fast (as 
students the opportunity to take other fields) . " lvarie said . 
antage of activities that promote the He a�buted the surge to the fact trat 
ool of Business , "  lvarie said . 
WEEKEND VIDEO ·sPECIAL! 
Mr.D's Video 
SELECT FROM-
• 1200 BETA MOVIES 
.• 500 VHS MOVIES 
• BOO CED MOVIES 
• 400 LASER MOVIES 
��. 8 SPEClAL o ' S MOVIES & � 
MACHINE a 
1--��$��9�9��--� PIONEER· RO 
I ... ..-. ... '.. PLAYER C/l .  ...,.. _.... -




ON MONDAY·G nmu 
R. RATINGS ONLY. 
\Ve've· got good looking entertainment. 
"as jobs become harder to find , "  
students are more likel!.f t o  choose a 
career in business . 
"People have recognized that 
business schools tend to be a good place 
(to train for a career) , "  Ivarie noted . 
Another fact that Ivarie said has con­
tributed to the increase in business ma· 
jors is the fact that "there are a lot more 
women going into business now than 
there were 10 years ago . "  
Ivarie said steps have been taken t o  . 
cut down on the overcrowding of 
business classes, Sijch as limiting the 
number of students admitted to majors 
within the College of Business . This is 
done by setting up "admission stan­
dards , usually about a 2 . 5  (GPA) , "  but 
it ·varies depending upon space , Ivarie 
continued . 
However. despite these steps,  the 
overcrowding problems continue , and · 
Ivarie said he is "cautiously optimistic" 
.about the possibility of a new facility for 
the College of Business . · 
"It's a long , compiica�ed process" to 
get a nev · building, Ivarie said . 
The puilding request must be approv­
ed by the BOG , the capital improve­
ment board, the legislature and the 
governor, Ivarie noted . 
"There are a lot of building needs in 
the state , "  he added . 
· 
There is some question as to whether 
the new facility , If approved , would be a 
separate building .or an addition to an 
existing building, Ivarie said . 
"We would prefer to have a separate 
building, "  Ivarie said , but noted "it's 
easier - to - get (an addition) approved 
. than a new building . "  A separate 
building would cost "around $6 million" 
to construct , Ivarie said . 
WhlteJ:!!!I!!� 
200 East Lincoln Avenue Charleston -345-4240 
BEER &- WINE 
Special 
Old Milwauke.e 
1 2  pack-1 2 oz. ·cans 
$3.59 
Seagrams Wine Cooler 
Naturally flavored citrus & wine beverage 
4 pacls-1 2 9z. bottles 
· . . $2.79· (Also) 
· 11:-ib. submarine sandwich 
(with the works) 
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Los Lobos revitalizes rock roots; 
could survive on owil accord'ian 
.:: · t i  � )  
J United Press International critic Frank Spotnltz said i recently that "John Fogerty's return to record-making 
- could open doors for other rockers whose musical 
ti ,  roots are In the rough and tumble world of rhythm and :f; blues, blues, roc�bitly a�d country music ."  · 
a A fair estimation, granted Spotnltz' subject-The · .  ! · Blasters and John Cougar Metlencamp. But Fogerty Is 
• unlikely to play the twangy messiah, pointing out a >r rock 'n' rotl Mecca for speakeasy jammers. 
While Fogerty's latest songs sail back Into the record ! · buyers' hearts and minds, and-consequently-to the 
top of the charts, · it's his Inimitable mix of the four 
styles (plus a little Cajun tossed in from the swamps) , 
that puts him on the pedestal. 
Ther.e will be no mocking fotlowers, although 
Metlencamp does seem to suffer from a limited 
musical vocabulary of re-hashed Credence and 
Stones, with tried-and-true rocker's phrasing thrown . 
in . "Oh-huh. "  
Instead, this resurgence of earthy rock will come 
from bands that etch out their own sound, drawing 
from the same roots and coming up with exciting new 
hybrids . . 
Los Lobos is another demonstration of the West 
becoming a viable force in the music business . The 
band shares the Slash/Warner label with another great 
western band , The Gun Club . They prove that 
talented groups don't need to migrate to the big city to , gain an audience . How big an audience is another 
story . . 
Los Lobos' album asks the musical question , How · Will The Wolf Survive] The answer: just fine , if they 
continue to digest the roots, rather then just chewing 
them up and spitting them back out. 
Uh- huh . 
T-Bone Burnett co-produced, helped write two 
songs, played organ and guitar on a couple of cuts and 
generatly made his presence known throughout . His 
guidance should have a potent effect on the group's 
� •.shotat sliecess. • 
' Their original songs are generated from either 
guitarist-vpcalist Cesar Rosas or the te�rri of drummer 
Louis Perez and David Hidalgo , the man with the 
accordian - that's right, an accordian , just like grandpa 
had . 
The band's fresh sound rotates around Hidalgo , his 
accordian and Steve Winwoodesque vocals , which in­
terplay with co-producer Steve Berlin's saxs and per­
cussions. 
Bassist Conrad Lozano rounds out the field with 
steady , roaming lines throughout. 
My only complaint against an otherwise flawless 
album is the band's focu·s tends to lean too much on 
Hidalgo and Perez's songs . 
While that's not bad in itself, Rosas- who provides 
the driving "Don't Worry Baby" and "I Got To Let 
You. Know" - gets little attention while setting a pace 
that Hidalgo's voice can't match , with only "Will The 
Wolf Survive" as the exception . 
And , since the album clocks in ·at well under 40 
minutes, a few more Rosas tunes �ould have filled out 
the record label nicely . 
One complaint that other listeners might have is 
"Corrida # l" and "Serena Nortena" flaunt po 
rhythms straight from south of the border. 
Personatly , · I can deal with this . Any band 
employs an accordian-even as legitimately 
Hldalgo's playing-is helpless to the throes of Fran 
Yankovitz Syndrome . 
"Corrida # l" does tend to sound too much like " 
Paso" at 45 r .p . m .  But "Serena Nortena 
"YEEEEEEEEEE HAAAAAAA! Pass the r 
beans arouna one more time , Pedro!" 
In "The Breakdown," as wetl as "I Got To Let Y 
Know, �· Los Lobos also shows a penchant for the F 
Domino/New Orleans sound . Berlin's baritone 
and Lozano's bass provide the trademark bottom, 
rotting percussion kicks both songs into gear . 
"Evangeline" (Not to be confused with Emmy L I Harris' version) it Chuck Berry's "Sweet Little Sixt 
revisited.  The rhythm ,  feel and lyrics sound fam 
Even the titles rhyme . · But, there's enough personal touches- alas, 
acordian-to make the song Los Lobos's own . 
The lyrics are tainted with Berry's touches: " 
went out dancing on Saturday night/ silk stocking a 
high heels . . . " But unlike "Sweet Little · Sixt 
there's no return to innocence . Instead , the illusion 
. the weekend is shattered by cold reality , "On Sun 
morning, she!s all alone/ Head lying on the nights 
by the telephone . " 
But, afterall , Hidalgo concludes , "She 's the qu 
of make-believe . " 
, "Will The Wolf Survive , "  I 'm sure , will become 
Lobos' trademark , although their first album refu 
be categorized . 
Preceded by the acoustic instrumental "Lil' Kin 
Everything, "  the snappy guitar riff sets off "Will 
Wolf Survive" and carries us through the gentle t 
changes. Hidalgo's liquid vocals permanently f 
this song in my mind . ' 
I 'm confident that Los Lobos has arrived and 
survive . . . provided they're not sheep in w 
clothes .  
He found·  
the Lost Ark. . . 
Congratulations 
to the .newest 





FIND · OUT TONIGHT! I ' ' -
6:30 & 9:00 - Grand Ballroom 
1111=:--:atTY . 
$ 1 .00 














, 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 2�ews 
Body Snatchers. "  ( 1 956) Ex· 
traterrestrlal beings invade the 
minds and bodies of ear· 




2 ,3,  1 0, 1 5 , 1 7 , 2�ews 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twilight Zone 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 ,20-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Love Boat 
1 0--Masters Golf Highlights 
1 2-Latenight America 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
38-Nighttine · 1 0:45 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: "Ator: The 
Fighting Eagle ,"  stars Miles 
O"Keeffe. as a muscular hero 
out to rescue his kidnaped 
bride from the Spider 
Kingdom in this 1 983 sword­
and-sorcery adventure. 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Masters Golf Highlights 
1 7-Nightline 
38-ABC Rocks 
1 1 :05 p.m. · 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :1 5  p.m. 
3-Movie: "King Kong 
Escapes ·· (Japanese; 1 967) 
The big ape returns to battle • 
dinosaurs. sea monsters and 
his own robot replica, Mechni­
Kong 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 . 1 5 , 20-Friday Night Videos 
9-Movie: "Beau Geste. "  
( 1 966) Remake of the old ad· 
venture tale about the French 
Foreign Legion, with Guy 
Stockwell in the tiUe role.  







9-Bugs Bunny and Friends 
1 2-Consultation 
1 7  , 38-Bowling 
2:1 5 p.m. 
9-Baseball-Monter'BI at · 
Chicago Cubs 
2:30 p.m. 
3, 1 0-The Masters 
1 2-5quare Foot Gardening 
3:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 ,20-Women's. Ten· 
nis-Semifinal-round play in 
the $200,000 ·Family Circle 
-eup at Hiiton Head, S.C. 




1 7 ,38-Wild World of Sports 
4:00 p.m, 
1 2-Matlnee at the Bilou 
3:05 p.m. 




2, 1 0,38-News 
3-What Do You Say? 
1 5--Newawatch Roundtable 
:1 7-At the Movies 
20-Capltol Conference 
. 5:05 p.m. 
5-Wrestllng 
5:30 p.m. 
2-That Nashville Music 
3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7  ,2G-News 
9-Welcome Back Kotter 
1 2-$neak Previews 
38-At the Movies 
1.-00 p.rh. 
2, 1 5,2<>-Hee Haw 
3-Newa 
9-Puttln' on the Hits 
1 o-star Trek 
1 2-Doctor Who 
1 7-Greatest Amerlcen Hero 
38-Solld Gold 
1:30 p.m. 
3-Maklng � James A. 
Michener'& Space-8urce 
Dum hoeta this program 
which focuses on the produc· 
tion of Author James A .  
Michener's "Space" a 
miniseries which gives an 
overview of NASA space 
program. ' 
9-At the Movies 
1 2-0octor Who 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Diffrent Strokes 
3, 1 0-Charles in Charge 
9-Movie: "Sole Survivor. " 
(Made for TV; 1 969) Vince 
Edwards, Richard Basehar1, 
and William Shatner star in 
this tale of Supematuural 
overtones in the investigation 
of a WWII bomber wreak . .  
1 2-Newton's Apple 
1 7 ,38-T.J .  Hooker 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Monte Walsh . "  
( 1 970) Lee Marvin stars in 
this robust humor and sharp 
characterization of middle­
aged cowboys in the 
changing West. 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Chipmunks 
3 , 1 0-E/R 
1 2-Good Neighbors 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2o-Gimme A Break! 
3-Airwolf 
1 0--Movie: "Hamlet ."  
( English ; 1 948) Laurence 
Olivier won a Best Actor 
Oscar for his role in this 
brillant version of the 
Shakespeare tragedy. 
1 7 ,38-Love Boat 
' 1:30 p.m. 
2 . 1 5 ,20-Under One Roof 
9:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 ,2o-Hunter 
3,  1 0-Cover Up 
9-News 






2 , 3,  1 0, 1 5 , 1 7 , 2�ews 
9-Twilight Zone 
38-Movie: "The Strangers 
Within . "  ( 1 974) A woman's 
unborn baby begins to control 
her body and mind . Barbara 
Eden, George Grizzard. 
10:05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 0:15 p.m. 
1 7-News 
10:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-SSturday Night Live 
. 3-Movie: "Winning."  ( 1 969) 
A drama about an off-track 
riv'Blry of two race-car drivers 
who are in love with the same 
woman. Paul Newman, Joan­
ne Woodward. 
9-Movie: "The King of 
Comedy."  
1 o-Benny Hill 
1 7-Solid Gold 
10:35 p.m. 
1 2-David Susskind 
. 1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-Tales from the Dark.side 
11 :05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :1 0  p.m. 
38-News 
11:25 p.m. 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
1 0, 1 7-Entertalnment this 
Week 
.Midnight 
2-America'a Top 1 0  





1 2-New York's Master Chefs 
2:30 p.m. 
2-Boxing-Oornelius Boza.Ed­
wards takes on . Melvin Paul 
1 2-lap QuHtlng with Georgia 
Bonesteel 
3:00 p.m. 
1 2-Woodwrlght'a Shop ·  
31-Afrlca: Continent In 
Crisis 










M He manipu- i 1928 song 11 Seat belts help overcome this 
lZ Make 
effervescent 
14 "To every 
thino there is :=."T. : Eccl. 





M N.H.L. team 
IS Walked 
triumphantly 






J9 View from 
Ttntern Abbey 
DOWN 




18 "- a man 
1 Fall mo. 
2 Coptic dialect 
of Egypt 
3 Fine violin 
40 Certain 
rQCkets 
with . .  , "  
ll Oust 
20 NOW aim 
21 Repute 










23 Inventor of a 






9 Winged or 
slippery -
23 F..D.R. 's 
Georgia 
retreat 





25 "When the 
frost -- the 






29 Ky. college or 
city 
30 Refined, in 
Stuttgart 
32 " Esse ­
Videri" (motto 
of N.C.)  






43 Jewish month 




· Cratchit ' 
47 C . P.A.'s 
concern 
48 Haze's cousin 





31 He played 
Tarzan in 1970 
SO Conceit 
51 Tug of -
52 Q·U linkage 
See page 1 8  of News for answers 
3:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2o-8portswortd 
1 2-This Old House 
4:00 p.m. 
1 2-Victory Garden 
38-Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew 
4:30 p.m. 
9-Movie: "Gentle Giant. " 
( 1 968) Dennis Weaver in the 
film that spawned his "Gentle 
Ben" TV series about a boy's 
friendship with a bear cub. 
(2hra. )  
1 2-Frugal Gourmet 





3 , 1 �ews . 
1 2-Wild America 
1 5,20-Too Close for Com· 
fort . 
1 7 , 38-Fame 
5:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 o, 1 5 , 2�ews 
3-Good Fishing With Babe 
. Winkelman 
1 2-Wikllfe Safari 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Wild, Wild World of 
Animals 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,2C>-Silver Spoons 
3, 1 o-eo Minutes 
. 1 2-Austln City Limits 





2, 1 5,2<>-Punky Brewster 
9-Movie: "The Appaloosa." 
( 1 966) Interesting tale of  a 
buffalo hunter vs. a bandit in 
the 1 870s Southwest. Marlon 
Brando. (2hr8.) 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,2o-Movie: "Playing 
with Fire." Gary Coleman as a 
troubled teen-ager who , 
feeling that he's unloved by 
his contentious parents, 
reaorta to arson to release his 
pent-up anger. (2hrs.) 
3, 1 ()-Space: drama 
1 2-Nature 
1 7  ,38-Movie: "Poltergeist. " 
A haunted-house ysn � 
ghoeta that, Steven Spellberg 
says, are "violent end very 




1 2-Maaterpiece Theatre: 
"All for Love: L'Elegence" 
8:30 p.m. 
9-ln Search Of . . .  
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-SCene of the 
Crime: Orson Wells hosts a 
pair of murder mysteries. 
9-News 




1 7 ,38-People do the 
Craziest Things 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3 ,  1 O, 1 5 , 1 7 ,2�ews 
9-Tales From the Darlulide 
1 2-Monty Python's Flying 
Circus 
38-Movie: "The King of 
Com�y. "  (2hrs. )  
1 0:15 p.m. 




2-This Week In Country 
Music 
3, 1 0-Star Trek 
9-Lou �·'Vlt 
1 2-lllinv.� Press 
1 5 , 2o-Movie: "Smile ."  
( 1 975) Teen-age beauty con­
tests are satirized in this.dark· 
humored look at middle class 
values and the American ob­
session with winning. (2hrs.) 
1 7-Taklng Advantage 
11:00 p.m. 
2-Music City U .S.A. 





9-Movie: "Song of the Thin 
Man." ( 1 947) Nick and Nora 
Charles investigate murder Oil 
a gambling ship. (2hrs. )  
1 0-Taking Advantage 
1 7-World Vision International 
Umpus clips 
Phi Beta Lambcl8 wlH have a eocial at 4 p.m. Friday, Aprll 1 2 at 
Caesar's. All mernbera are invited to come and have ·pizza at 5 
p.m.  
Phi Sien- savn- -will meet at 1 :45 p.m .  In Booth-Llbnwy and 8 
p.m. In Colemen Hall IUitorium on Sunday, Aprll 1 4. Dress 
nicely. 
Alphe Phi Omege wiH have a pledge meeting at 8 p.m . SUnday, 
Aprll 1 4 in the Union Martln8vlle Room. There wlll also be a 
general meeting at 5:30 p.m. Monday, Aprll 1 5 In the west third of 
the Union Ballroom. 
. 
campus Actwanc:e wlH have a Neighbor Dey at 1 o a.m . Sunday, 
Aprll 1 4  at 9 1 7 Woodlawn Drive. Eastern students and faculty are 
Invited to attend the annual service end clnner at the Heritage 
Chapel Church of Christ. 
Student Accounting Society encl FIMnclel . .............. 
Aaeocletlon wll sponeor • pig  roast from 2- 1 0 p.m. Saturday, 
April 1 3 at Fox Ridge State Park. Tickets may be purchased from 
officers or In Blelr Hell room 1 1  3. 
campus Cllpe .. publlahed dlllly. tree of ctwge, ea a publlc ser­
vice to the cempus. Cllpe lhould be submitted to The Delly 
Eutem ,_.,. office by noon one ,,.,.,,,... dey before date to be 
publlehed (or date of event). lnfonnatlon lhould Include event, ·  
name of sponeor:;ig orgenlzatlon (spelled out - no Greek letter 
llbbrevllltlona), date, time end place of event, plus eny other per· 
tlnent Information. Heme end phone number of submitter must be 
i ncluded. Cllpa contlllllflig coillllctlng or confusing lnf<>1mellon wll 
not be run If submitter cennot be contacted. Cllpe wlH be edited for 
space avelleble. Cllpa submitted etter noon of � day cennot 
be guerwiteed publlcatlon. Cllpe wll be run one day orilJ tor eny 
event. No cllpe wll be taken by phone. 
-• 
! T4 fut_ i - -
I Student offers - ' l helpful advice 
I:' A tale-end. 
& That's appropriate, because I'm at the . 
t tale-end of my college career. Durinp E the past foll! years I have prepared 
r• myself for a career In marketing. 
-> . However, my career path has had 
.I many ups and downs. And since hind� 
.,_ sight Is 20/20, I feel I can offer some · advice on how to prepare for the "real 
wor;ld ," and still survive your educa­
tional years In the College of Business. _ 
To begin with, forget about the fact 
that the College of Business isn't ac­
credited . If It were accredited tomorrow 
would your education be any better? 
Would you be any more prepared for 
employment? I have my doubts. 
So let's concentrate on what will 
make your education better; and . 
moreover, on what will make you more 
educated. 
Ftrst of all , find a way to put the 
theories of your discipline to practice . 
Join an organization or volunteer your 
services . tq a business that can provide 
"hands-on" experience in your field . 
Now Is the time to make the mistakes 
you can learn from without the risk of 
losing your job. The point I'm trying to 
make Is get involved and accomplish 
projects that will provide a greater 
understanding of your major. However, 
providing lip. service won't get it ; one 
strong accomplishment Is worth 100 
memberships. . . 
Second, get to know people. 
Somewhere along the line you'r� going 
iO neea references. So get to know .your 
teachers, the head of the department, .. .  
and yes, even the dean. 
Aside from references, you're going 
to need contacts; people from whom 
you'll seek employment opportunities 
or information . An excellent way to 
make your · contacts is to attend 
meetings of organizations in your major. 
Press some flesh, get a business card; 
and try to make a lasting impression on 
these people . One good way to do this 
is to ask · them ques�ons or bounclng 
ideas off them . You may not realize it 
now , but contacts are an essential part 
of finding a job in business. 
Third , take an Interest in your formal 
education by attending classes and ac­
tively participating . However, don't be 
subserviant to your instructors. If you 
feel something is unfair make your feel­
ings known . It's not_ a crime to ask for an 
explanation . You may find that you've 
misunderstood the situation; or the in­
structor may not be aware of it. 
Remember, your Instructor sould 
have planned and prepared for your 
class. You should know what's ex­
pected of you and what to expect from 
the class at the onset of the semester. 
Therefore, when radical deviations or 
problems that your Instructor refuses to 
address occur, keep In mind that there 
� always a higher authority and pro­
blem solving Is part of their job. 
In closing" I'd just like to say that you 




the sports pages 
for the latest action ! I 
Diamond Sol itaires 
Marquise 
* 1 /1 0  ct. reg . $395 Now . . . . . . . . .  $24950 
* .1 5 ct. reg . $525 Now . . . . . . . . . .  $33950 
.94 ct. reg . $5000 Now . . . . . . . . $299500 
* Price includes matching band 
Prices start at only $ 1 7 900 
_,;) 
,; & 1 4  K GOLD .. .? Bracelets priced as low as $899 ·--
. - Cha i ns priced as low as $1 699 
Weddi ng Bands prtced as low as $1 995 _ 
Priced · from $1  995 
.1 0 ct. TW. $8750 
.1 8 ct. TW. $1 4950 
25 ct. TW. $24950 
Diamond Earrings and Pendants 
Sale Priced from · 
$5995 
-
· Seiko a nd Pu lsar ,Watches 
Reduced 25 % · 
Prices start at $3375 
Big · Bold Mascu li ne 
D iamonds for Him ! 
.I " : ! .  
# :f : 
1 : 
\..; 
1 /4 ct . TW.- reg . $750 1 12 ct . TW. 
NOW $449°0. SALE $499°0 
